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The recordings in this album, 1 as well as in the 
first two of the series (P 454 and 467) were 
made in 1952 -1953, with the aid of a 
Guggenheim Fellowship and the American 
Philosophical Society, in the Greek villages of 
the mainland, the islands, and Cyprus. In 
these villages the writer was privileged to see 
heroic oral poetry in the making and to feel 
more sensitively the epic and tragic sense of 
life as it is expressed in epic poetry. Heroic 
songs cannot be completely understood if de
tached from the way of life which gave them 
birth. A heroic poem is not merely a text. 
It consists of three things: the tradition which 
created it; the singer who recreates the tradi
tion in a recitation; and the audience which 
hears it. The Greek village is a society com
pletely traditional and formulaic in all its 
activities. The peasant is born in a formulaic 
tradition of attitudes, beliefs, expressions 
whose roots go back ultimately to classical 
Greece and immediately to Byzantium which, 
inheriting the classical tradition, moulded it, 
along with other historical influences, to make 
modern Greece. The formulaic tradition 
inv-olves both act and expression. The 
economic and social life of the peasant con
sists of a series of formulaic actions strongly 
rooted in the past. Song too expresses the 
basic moods of life through formulaic diction 
and traditional melodies. Song is not mere 
entertainment as in modern society. It has a 
diverse number of functions to perform such as 
to lull the child to sleep, to eas e the toil with 
rhythmic song, to introduce the young into 
society and mate them in marriage through song 
and dance; to mould the young men in the ideals 
of the epic society; to refresh the villager 
from his toil in church fairs and saints I days, 
finally to escort the living to death through 
the lament (moiroloyi). 

In the life of the village the heroic poem oc
cupies the position of honor. The vicissitudes 
of modern Greek history have fostered a 
strong epic tradition. From the days of 
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Byzantium until recent times Greece has had 
to fight for survival and this struggle has 
resulted in a continuous tradition of heroic 
song. These songs, oral in character, play 
an important role in the Greek village. They 
not only embody the history of the people, for 
the best history of modern Greece is their 
folksongs, but they have instructed the genera
tions in the modern counterpart of the Homeric 
aret~, leventya, the gallant attitude toward life. 
As will be seen in the recordings these songs 
are sung with great feeling and move the people. 
Until recent times, when modern civilization 
is eroding the oral character of village life, 
these folksongs constituted, along with the 
church, the s ole education of the villager. 
They embodied the basic moods of life and the 
traditional wisdom of experience. 

The Singers of these songs are mostly illiterate 
shepherds, or farmers who learnt the art of 
singing heroic tales from their fathers. With 
some exceptions in Crete and Cyprus there are 
few professional oral bards making a living out 
of the recitation of heroic songs. These are 
mostly confined to some blind men who continue 
the oral tradition of Demodocus, the blind bard 
in the Odyssey, and of the blind bards who 
created the klephtic ballads. Some travelling 
bands of gypsy musicians, mostly in Yannina 
and Athens, have incorporated klephtic 
ballads as part of their repertory. The absence 
of professional bards accounts for the 
shortening of once longer poems and the decline 
of the art of ornamentation (see below). With 
some exceptions, such as klephtic ballads 
which are instrumentally adapted to the dance, 
the heroic poems are sung solo to basic 
melodies. The occasions of recitation are the 
many opportunities offered by the church for 
religious holidays and festivals, the many 
rounds of weddings, baptisms, and that in
definable mood for joyous expression in sheer 
living which the Greeks call by that unique 
word, kephi. 



HOMER AND MODERN GREEK HEROIC 
ORAL POETRY 

The heroic poems recorded in our field 
trips are of value not only because they 
mirror modern Greece but also because 
they constitute one of the sources for the 
illumination of the Homeric epics. The 
reason for this is the newly awakened 
realizafion that the Homeric epics were 
not the products of writing .but were 
created orally. The scholar responsible 
for this new frontier of Homeric studies 
is the late Milman Parry of Harvard. 
Parry has laid Homeric studies on a new 
foundation by his epoch-making thesis, 
L 'Epith~te Traditionelle dans Homere, 
(Paris, 1928), in which he showed the role 
of the formula in easy verse-making. 

The formula, a ready-made group of words, 
is connected with the metrical necessities of 
easy oral verse-making. Homer's verse is 
the hexameter: 

-" u 1- "u 1-" ""I - ., 1# 1- Ul.ll - -/ 
It consists of dactyls ( - u u) and spondees 
( - - ) which are metrically interchangeable 
rhythmic units of song-speech. There is a 
pause (caesura) in the third foot to rest the 
singer momentarily. 2 In improvising orally 
the singer (aoidos ) cannot stop the flow of 
narration to devise, as is possible in writing, 
new, fresh, original metrical phrases to fill 
in the hexameter line. He therefore has need 
of metrical phrases or cliches, already shaped 
by a long tradition of oral epic poetry, to fill 
a part of a line or the entire line. For 
example, when the singer of heroic tales wants 
to express the thought, "it was morning", he 
has already shaped for him by tradition the 
line: 

~~OS ~'~pLy€veL~ ~&v~ ~o~Ob~X~UAOS 'H6s 
"And when the early-born, rose-fingered Dawn 
appeared." When he wants to express the 
thought, "so-and-so answered", he links two 
formulae to fill the line. The first part, 
corresponding to "then answered him (her)" 

~ov ~'~~6(~t~'~neL~n, 

is linked to a flexible system of noun-adjective 
combinations, corresponding to "so-and-so", 
which fill out the portion of the line: 

nOA6~\a£ 5To£ 'o~u~~€6£ 

the much-enduring noble Odysseus 

no~~p~1£ ~r~£ tAXLhhe6£ 

the swift-footed noble Achilles 
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the ox-eyed lady Hera 

ee~ rA~uxwnLS ·Ae~v~. 
the owl-eyed goddess Athena. 

This is but one of the many systems of formulae 
with which Homer fills his vers e. The adjec
tive in these phrases is ornamental or poetic 
to us but to Homer it is a metrically necessary 
filler which usually has no dramatic relevance 
to the context. The function of these systems 
of formulae is to rest the singer momentarily 
so that he can think out the phrasing of the 
next verse. Quite often chunks of verse pas
sages are repeated in their entirety thus giving 
the poet something resembling to metrical 
"coasting" These formulae in Homer are so 
many and pervasive that it has been estimated 
that there are 25,000-26,000 repetitions in the 
27,853 verses of the Homeric poems. The 
memorizing of this vast body of traditional 
formulae in the context of hearing songs con
stitutes the oral vocabulary of the epic. 

Associated with formulae is another traditional 
element in oral heroic poetry, the type-scene, 
which is a formulaic description of the day
to-day actions of the epic society. These 
actions recur constantly in the movement of 
life; each time they recur they are told with 
many of the same formulae. Most striking of 
the type-scenes in Homer are scenes of arrival, 
of sacrificing, eating, journeys by land or sea, 
arming, dressing, sleeping, hesitation before 
decision, oath, etc. As each of these actions 
c omes up in the story it is told in more or less 
the s arne way. 

The oral poet's mastery of traditional form
ulae and type-scenes must be associated 
with the larger traditional oral units of 
themes which tell a story instead of describ
ing a type-scene within a story. His reper
tory includes themes of quarrel between 
highly-strung epic warriors (we hear of 
eleven such themes in our Gree k epic 
sources), the theme of a hero returning 
from war to a faithful wife; the recognition 
theme by means of tokens (which in the 
Odyssey is combined with the return theme); 
duels, raids for plunder, stories of the gods, 
magical themes from folklore, such as those 
found in the Odyssey; visits to the dead, 
aristeia, which are feats of heroes, repeated 
with but a change of name and place genera 
tion after generation. 



In working with these formulaic elements of 
the oral tradition a poet uses the technique 
of "ornamentation" whose mastery is the 
criterion which differentiates a good from 
a poor oral poet. As Parry describes it, 
"Where Homer must have differed from the 
ordinary singer of his day, was in his being 
able to tell the action more fully. A highly 
developed oral poetry differs from one 
which is Iess developed becaus e its singers 
have a more ample art. The song which has 
only a few hundred verses in the hut of some 
hard-working tiller of the soil, whose time 
for such sport is short, will run into thousands 
of verses when sung before some noble by a 
singer who, raised among men with great 
leisure for talk and song, has had time to 
become fully practised in a highly developed 
art. The difference between such long and 
short versions of the same song lies in what 
the singers call 'adornment'. II Homer created 
his long poems because he was a master of 
ornamentation and architectural arrangement 
of traditional oral material. He is, in fact, 
an oral virtuoso. He chose a central theme 
in the Iliad, the wrath of Achilles, and ex
panded it into a major story which is filled 
with other themes and type-scenes. These 
are given adequate expression, but in such 
proportion and arrangement that they do not 
obscure the main theme. 

Homer, living in the eighth century, has 
learned his art from a rich oral tradition; he 
has grasped all the richness of that tradition 
which is the result of at least six hundred 
years of epic story singing that goes back to 
the Mycenaean courts where bards sang the 
deeds of Mycenaean heroes. He listened to 
many songs and stored away in his memory a 
rich oral vocabulary of formulae, type-scenes, 
and themes and through the mastery of ornamen
tation told the stories in their fulness. Such is 
the oral art practised by Demodocus in the 
Odyssey who is really Homer's self-portrait. 

The technique of oral verse-making in the 
modern Greek tradition of heroic poetry is, 
genius apart, the same. The singers whom 
I recorded had at their disposal a traditional 
diction which enabled them to fill the fifteen 
syllable line which has a caesura in the 
eighth syllable. Like the Homeric caesura, 
it rests the singer momentarily. The 
average number of syllables in the Homeric 
hexameter is 15.7 which is very Close to the 
fifteen syllable metre. This res ults in a 
long rhythmically undulating line easily adapted 
to telling a story. The modern Greek oral 
bard, like Homer, fills his lines with formulae 
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extending to an entire line, such as: 
~PL~ ~€P~ nepna~~6L& ~L& v6x~~ 

'01& ~~v x&.J.I.~ 
three days' walk, to walk it in one night. 

~~al ~~~~tL J.l.L&~ ~WV~~ ~L~6L&V 

~~al ~L&~ ~WV~J.I. ~E~~~ 
and he utters a cry small and a cry loud. 

Moreover, he has formulae which fill in the 
line up to the caesura in the eighth syllable 
and formulae which fill in the line after the 
caesura, such as: 

lv~~ ~OVTO~ xovT06T6LXO~l 
If .. 
oJ.l.op,~ YUV!l.Lxa 

" nOX&L 

a short, short man who has a beautiful wife. 

!~0~l~6t T& 6n(~La TOU, 
• • ~ l-T aJ.l.nEloxwpa~~ ~OU 

He sold his houses, his vineyards and his fields. 

As in Homer, the majority of the noun
adjective formulae occur after the caesura. 
The formulae of seven syllables fall into 
noun-adjective groups forming a large system, 
such as: 

a. " , l - , Qpa. xa.~~ Ea.pa.xT}v · , ~WIj; c5tOU£ 

&. \IT pe L xWJ.l.l '010 U£ 
Good be the hour, 0 Saracen, light of the 
brave. 

- " ~ ~W£ 6TCU~ a.V~PtLxw~~VCl)~ 

Good be the hour, 0 Konstanda, light of the 
brave. 

rtL~ 601,), YtLIi 601.), l:opa.~~~vl, 

~W£ 6TO~£ &.VTP€LXW~lvol)£ 
Health, health to you, 0 Saracen, light of the 
brave. 

• !'! • - • ( ., , b. Axcu£, axou£, Axp Til. ~Ol), Tbal 

~(LC ~CU naAA~x&.pLV, 
Hear, hear, my Akritas, and worthy pallikar 
(hero) . 

'A Kwv6TavT~, & Kwv6TavT&', 
w, If • l-

T, atLc J.I. na.'A.l~x~PLV 

o Konstanda, 0 Konstanda, and worthy pallikar. 

'0 KWV6Ta.VT&£ lv1 A£CVTO~&£ ')(0.1 

~~LOV na.'A.A~,)(&.PL\I. 
Konstandas is a lion-eater, and a worthy 
panikar. 

'0 K ... If ~ I wv6TavTa£ ~a.~ €6TeL~£, Tv 
'~opq:>o na.i\.'A.~)(~PL 

Konstandas has sent us, the handsome pallikar. 



Many of the formulae are actually very similar 
to the Homeric, as may be seen in the follow
ing comparative examples' 

a. ~OV ~·~na~tL~~~tVOs npo61~~ 
~pE(WV ·ATa~t~vwv 

then answered him the ruler Agamemnon. 

~(hes ~it~AO~e~~e ~L 6 TVWC5~LY.OS 
KClAlp~s 

then answered him the knowing Kaleryes. 

b. ll£ ~ct"tO, T~e~6tv be 13o~\I 

~TCleCS ALOfl~()~S 
thus he spoke, and the loud - voiced Diomedes 
rejoiced. 

"t~Cll nou "t·~xo6tL ALt\lV~~,nOAA&~ 

xa.P&~ nCleeClCvtL 
And when Digenes heard it he rejoiced greatly. 

c. ~~ l~~e; ot b'!pa ~on ~4Aa ~~V 
xA60v ~b·ln(eo\l~o 

thus he spoke, and they readily heard and 
obeyed him. 

XCleW£ ~ou ernev l~~flev, XClaW~ ~on 
nClpa V~ ~tU.t L • 

he did as he said, as he commanded. 

d. fl~6~L~&V ()'rn~oo£,"t~ b'o~x 

~lxov"tt ne~l6e~V 

he s mote the hors es, and they willingly flew. 

()(veL ~L"t~L~ ~On ~a~poo "t~u xCli 
n~eL 6~~~V~Cl ~CAALCl~ 

he lashes his black charger and it goes forty 
miles. 

This list could be extended to similarities in 
speaking horses who mourn their masters, 
to scenes of welcoming a guest, scenes 
describing the wealth of a house or room, to 
the repetitive question and answer technique, 
boasting of lineage, etc. These similarities 
are not due to any influence from the Homeric 
epics but rather to the fact that oral literatures 
evolve cognate formulae, motifs, type-scenes 
and themes. (Cf. M. Bowra, Heroic Poetry, 
London, 1952). 

Many of these formulae in Greek poetry are 
old, some of them going back to the Middle 
Ages. As in Homer, it is a diction composed 
of mixed dialects which entered the Greek 
language with the conquest of Greece by the 
Franks, the Venetians and the Turks. In 
improvising orally the modern Greek bard, 
as observed in the recordings, adjusts the 
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formulae to a basic melody. By storing in 
his memory the formulae heard in his tradi
tional songs he is able to sing the older tales 
himself, even to create new ones. In compos
ing new poems on events of World War II it 
was observed that new poems were created 
merely by adapting the traditional formulae 
to the familiar melody. Sometimes whole 
songs were transferred from one person or 
event to another with but a change of name or 
new weapons. 

Like the Homeric bard, our singers had ac
quired from their oral tradition certain type 
scenes. An analysis of the type-scenes of 
the Akritan cycle in Cyprus shows a wide 
variety of them. Among the most promi
nent are introductory formulae which set 
the scene of the poem such as raiding, 
princes feasting; trials of strength in lifting 
or in leaping; going to a father or mother 
for their blessing before an undertaking; 
scenes of oaths, riding a horse with fantas
tic speed; prayers to God for the magical 
appearance of an army which the hero fights 
single-handed; scenes of marriage negotia
tions, accepted or rejected; conversation 
between the hero and his horse or a bird; 
the fashioning of prodigious armor, etc. 
Such type-scenes which reflect the epic life 
on the frontiers of the Byzantine empire are 
so pervasive that entire poems consist of a 
reticulation of such scenes. Many of the 
poems repeat the same type-scene, as many 
as five times in a single room conSisting of 
ninety lines. These scenes, however, are 
shorter than the Homeric type-scenes, for 
the poet is not the master of ornamentation 
that Homer is. How completely the poet is 
dependent on his tradition is seen in several 
poems where a Queen greets a girl with the 
formula with which one hero greets another, 
offering her the food and drink worthy of 
heroes. 

Finally, our singers worked with traditional 
themes as the core of their poems. The 
theme in its origin seems to be stories which 
have a permanent place in the hearts of men 
who crave to hear the story retold. These 
themes are also joined by others which are 
the creation of myth-making imagination, 
where the supernatural fuses the planes of 
man and divinity, the human and the magic. 
All these themes of diverse origin enter 
into the traditional repertory of the poet and 
become the stuff of his poetry. The Akritan 
cycle shows upon analysis about 40 themes. 
When an index is made of the themes of the 
Balkan peoples. ancient and modern Greece, 



the epics of the Russians, Turks> Arabs, we 
shall be in a better position to tell how common 
to all heroic poetry these themes are. Al
ready we observe some remarkably tangent 
themes between ancient and modern Greek 
poetry. The recognition theme of the 
Odyssey is a favorite in the Akritan cycle 
and in folksongs. The popular theme of the 
wrestling between Digenes and Charos, 
Death, is similar to Herakles I wrestling 
with Death in the Alcestis of Euripides. The 
duel and the ensuing recognition scene be
tween father and son in the Akritan poems is 
the same as that between Odysseus and 
Telegonus, Sohrab and Rustum. The wield-
ing of exceptional weapons, the Hermes 
theme about the prodigious feats of an in-
fant; the speaking horses> the Amazon theme, 
the Orpheus theme, all appear in modern 
Greek poetry. Just how they got there is a 
moot question. Some claim that Byzantium 
inherited these themes from the classical 
world and passed them on to the folksong. 
In part i:his is true but it is more probable 
that many of these themes never died out 
in oral poetry and re-emerge in Greek folk
lore. The longevity of survival of thes e tradi
tional themes gives us grounds for belief that 
many of the themes of the Homeric epic were 
inherited from the Mycenaean epic tradition. 

We best see the technique of ornamentation in 
comparing the Cretan epic, The Song of 
Daskaloyiannes, with other Cretan poems in 
our collections. It is the masterpiece of 
Cretan heroic poetry by virtue of its rich tech
nique of ornamentation. The absence of heroic 
poems longer than a thousand lines, the length 
of Daskaloyiannes, prevents us from observing 
more accurately the role of ornamentation in 
contemporary Greek heroic poetry. The ex
cellence among the variants of versions of a 
few hundred lines lies not in the length but in 
the ability of the singer to fit his formulae 
closer to the cinematic and dramatic actions of 
the epic life. 

Such is the value of modern Greek Heroic 
Poetry in the study of comparative oral 
literature. In the case of Homer it sub
stantiates through correspondence the 
essential features of his oral technique and 
gives us a standard of reference for evalu
ating the Homeric excellence. The oral poets 
of Greece and those of Yugoslavia recorded by 
Parry and Lord, 3 though a far cry from the 
genius of Homer, offer us badly needed facts 
in our recent awareness of Homer as an oral 
poet. These singers of tales will loom larger 
in Homeric studies if for no other reason than 
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the fact that, genius apart, the singing of tales 
rests on the same elements of oral composition, 
ancient or modern. 

THE AKRITAN ORAL CYCLE 

The heroic way of life reflected in the epic is 
forged in the crucible of wars. The Achaean 
warriors performed their feats in numerous 
raids, feuds, adventures overseas of which 
we have mention in the sagas of the Homeric 
and the Cyclic epics. From these sagas 
Homer ultimately created his epics, coming 
as he does at the end of a long epic tradition 
in the eighth century. We find the same 
factors at work in the creation of the Akritan 
cycle. This cycle was the result of wars in 
the frontier provinces of the Byzantine Em
pire, in the provinces of Pontus and Cappadocia. 
In these provinces were stationed troops known 
as "akrites," frontiersmen, who defended the 
empire against raids from the Saracens. We 
have an interesting ikonography of these war
riors not only in manuscript illuminations but 
also on Byzantine pottery from Corinth, dated 
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. They 
wear the "fustanella, " the kilt, even as the 
later klephts. The feats of these "akrites" be
came the themes of heroic poems. Bishop 
Arethas of Caesarea (860-932) refers to oral 
bards singing songs about the fates of these 
frontiersmen. Thus these bards, the counter
part of those who sang in Mycenaean courts, 
composed songs in honor of frontier generals 
like Melissos, Doukas, Andronikos, Porphyres, 
Constantine, at whose courts these songs were 
probably sung. The Akritan cycle, inbued with 
real epic spirit and a semblance of certain 
qualities of Homer, is the origin of modern 
Greek heroic poetry. These ballads outgrew 
historical verisimilitude at an indeterminate 
period and emerged as epic ba.llads filled with 
the marvels of myth-making. 

The central hero of this cycle is Digenes 
Akritas who, as his name signifies, was the 
son of an Arab emir who abducted the 
daughter of a Byzantine prince and after recon
ciliation marries her and becomes a Christian. 
The cycle does not deal with the entire history 
of the hero as is the case with the long literary 
versions of Digenes Akritas, which were 
written later on the basis of the oral ballads. 
The cycle deals with discrete episodes such 
as the childhood feats of the hero; his loves, 
the abduction of his wife, his adventures with 
the Saracens. In this cycle Digenes emerges 
with the youthful bravery of Achilles, the 
prodigious strength of Herakles, and the 



glory of Alexander. His feats are superhuman; 
his club, as it assails the Saracens, resounds 
like lightning; his fist shatters rocks. When 
he conquers everyone in sight there is only 
Charos, that spectacular knight of Death who 
plays an important role in modern Greek 
folklore. After a terrific wrestling match 
with Charos on "the marble threshing floor!!, 
Digenes lies a-dying. He narrates his feats 
to his companions and then takes his wife in 
an embrace of death with him to Hades. The 
death of Digenes has become the most far
flung theme in the Akritan cycle. Bes ides 
Digenes, the names of other Akritan heroes 
appear in the cycle, such as Porphyres, 
Andronikos, Constantine, Theophylaktos and 
others. The feats of Digenes became in time 
something more than the heroic poetry of the 

dim past. Digenes became the symbol of the 
Greek race in its struggle with the Turks and 
he has become for the Greeks throughout 
their struggles a potent national myth with 
an inspiring mystique of national destiny. 
His feats are still sung by the refugees from 
Pontus who came to Greece in 1922 with the 
exchange of minority populations, by 
Cretan mountaineers who each imagines 
himself a Digenes, and in long narrative 
poems of modern Cypriot rhapsodes 
(poietarides). The fame of Akritas spread 
from Greece to the neighboring peoples of 
the Russians, Bulgarians, Albanians, and 
particularly the Serbs whose cycle about 
their hero Marko Kraljevic contains many 
themes from the Akritan cycle. Versions of 
the cycle have been collected in all parts of 
Greece, but mostly from the islands of 
Cyprus, the Dodecanese, Crete, even Corsica 
where the songs were carried by Greek 
refugees in the seventeenth century. The 
Akritan cycle, as has been noted, is very 
formulaic, excessively so, swiftly paced in 
narrative, and dramatic. For the prosody 
and the music of the Akritan songs the reader 
is referred to the important book by S. Baud
Bovy, La Chanson Populaire Grecque du 
Dodeca~se (Paris, 1939). -

THE KLEPHTIC BALLADS 

When Constantinople fell to the Turks in 1453 
and Greece was enslaved the feats of the 
Byzantine frontier heroes were replaced by 
those of a group of guerrilla mountaineer 
warriors known as klephts and armatoli. 
Their epic way of life, their heroic deaths 
became the subject of the klephtic ballads. 
For the proper understanding of the origin of 
these ballads we must go to the role the 
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mountains play in all wars that took place in 
Greece. The mountains of Greece, which con
stitute eighty per cent of the mainland, pro
duced the mountaineer warrior, fast and 
mobile in guerrilla warfare, highly individual
istic, schooled in danger, imbued with Homer
ic qualities. After the fall of Constantinople 
there followed oppression, resistance, re
volts. Many took to the mountains in Central 
Greece, Epirus and Macedonia where they 
harrased the Turks. They were called 
klephts, robbers, from their preoccupation. 
These klephts were difficult to deal with so 
the Turks resorted to a compromise which 
took the form of an official recognition of an 
armed militia known as armatoli (armed men) 
whose duty it was to serve as a security 
force for certain districts called armatolik, 
guarding mountain passes, collecting taxes, 
and fighting off the raids of the klephts. The 
organization of these armatoli, which was 
als 0 that of the klephts, cons is ted of a leader 
known as kapetanios and his men known as 
pallikaria, gallant lads. However, the power 
of the armatoli was never secure either 
from their fellow Christians or from their 
Turkish masters. Many were killed or ousted 
from their command through treachery or 
surprise. The armatolik was a prize and the 
objective of the klepht was to become so power
ful that the Turks would assign him an 
armatolik or reinstate him in the command 
from which he was ousted. The rise in power 
of the armatoli gradually led to the curbing 
of their power by Ali Pasha (1741-1822) who 
pursued a policy of cajole ment, treachery, 
and intrigue. The suppressiop. of the armatoli 
correspondingly increased the number and 
power of the klephts and those who survived 
eventually became the liberators of their 
country in the War of Independence (1821-1830). 
The almost successful policy of Ali Pasha in 
exterminating the armatoli and klephts in
spired the oral bards of klephtic ballads to 
sing of their exploits and lament their death. 
The klephts impressed European travellers 
and, with the publication by Fauriel of the 
first klephtic ballads in 1824, poets like Goethe 

and European scholars who found in folklore 
a new genre of literature. The klephts be
came an epic type> a fit theme for heroic 
poetry. Their way of life created by the 
ideal of leventyf, manly grace of body and 
epic spirit; their arms, costume, their 
feeling intensely the beauty of life and 
nature because they lived precariously, all 
these combined to capture the imagination 
of the people. To this day the klephtic 
ballads are sung in Roumeli, Epirus, 
Macedonia, Thessalyand Peloponnesus with 



great feeling. 

There are four main periods of the klephtic 
ballads. The first emerges in the seven
teenth century and reaches its heighth in 
the eighteenth century. This was the golden 
age of the klephtic ballads represented in 
Fauriel's collection of 1824. It was in 
this period that the technique, the theme, 
the basic melodies were created; Fauriel's 
critique and analysis of these ballads is 
still unsurpassed. The heroes of these 
ballads were the first and second genera
tions of families bloodily dealt wi th by 
force and betrayed by friend and foe alike, 
heroes like Chris tos Miliones, Androuts os, 
Katsandonis, the families of Kontoyiannes, 
Boukouvalas, the fearless Souliots living 
in the crags of Epirus and defying their 
implacable foe, Ali Pasha with epic courage. 
These heroes display the qualities which 
gave epic poetry its splendor- -that "com
bination of rare dangers and rich chances, 
of indescribable terrors and bewildering 
hopes, in which, amid the crumbling of ex
ternal protection, a man had to stand or 
fall by what he was really worth, by his 
fighting power, his courage." The second 
period of the ballads coincides with the 
War of Independence (1821-1830). The 
leading figures in this war, many of them 
sprung from the older klephts, replace 
the old heroes in the ballads often with 
but a change of name and place. The 
Kolokotrones and Zacharyas cycle of Morea 
are characteristic of the second period in 
which the poems often assume a more 
historical character on account of the 
larger movements of regular troops, 
sieges, and battles. The third period of 
the ballad commences with the accession 
of King Otto in 1833 and continues to the 
end of the nineteenth century. Many of 
the veterans of the War of Independence, 
themselves products of the klephtic life, 
were unable to adapt themselves to the 
changed conditions resulting from the 
creation of the Greek Kingdom. Resent-
ful of foreign monarchy, European ways 
of life, feeling a lack of appreciation for 
their services to the Greek cause, they 
turned to brigandage in the mountains. 
These bandits became sort of Robin Hoods 
in the imagination of the people who did 
not differentiate them from the older 
klephts f for the bandits wore the same 
clothes, arms, and preserved the basic 
attitudes of the klephts. The oral poets 
continued to sing of them in the traditional 
moulds of the older ballads. The last 
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period of the ballads coincides with the 
many wars that Greece fought in the 
twentieth century. Commencing with the 
war of 1897, the Macedonian movement of 
1904-05, the Balkan Wars (1912-13), World 
War I, the Asia Minor Expedition (1919 -22), 
World War II, and concluding with the war 
against the Communists (1946-49), almost 
forty per cent of the first half of the 
twentieth century was spent on wars. The 
villages where the tradition of the klephtic 
ballads was still strong created new ballads 
about figures and events in these wars. A 
considerable number of these new ballads were 
recorded in 1953. 

The klephtic ballad emerged from the older 
tradition of the Akritan ballads from which it 
borrowed its metre, formulaic typology and 
many of its stock themes. Yet we find signif
icant changes. The Akritan poem is a narra
tive sung to a regular basic melody which is 
content to accompany the words. Such is the 
case with the Cretan and the Serbo-Croatian 
heroic poems. Both in the text and me lody 
the klephtic ballad partakes of the epic and 
the lyric. In it we have a heightening of 
emotional effect through the more lyrical 
character of the music which is filled with 
ornamentation, repetition of syllables, 
heaping up of vocalisations, factors which 
often tend to obscure the text. Yet it is this 
musical character of the ballads that makes 
them popular and gives them a more interest
ing character in the' repertory of Greek heroic 
songs. 

The klephtic ballads fall into two main cate
gories, songs of the table (klephtika~s tavl~s) 
which, as the phrase indicates are sung solo 
recitative around the table heaped with food and 
wine. An interesting feature of this class of 
ballads is the melody which undergoes a sort of 
enjambment for the strophe of music embraces 
one and a half lines of verse, a feature occuring 
in no other heroic poetry where the cadence of 
the melody and the verse coincide. At these 
feasts the singer and his audience relived with 
the klephts their love of life, of nature intensi
fied by the life of danger. They purged their 
emotions through songs which, like the laments, 
express the sadness of life. The second cate
gory of klephtic ballads are those of the dance 
which played an important part in the life of 
the villager today. The melodies of these 
ballads, accompanied by instruments, are 
dances such as the syrtos, kalamatianos, 
tsamikos. The ballads of the table are some
times accompanied by instruments. In the 
time of the War of Independence we hear of 



blind bards who accompanied thems elves on 
the lyra, a stringed instrument which survives 
today in the islands. Today bands of gypsy 
musicians, mostly from Epirus, have taken 
over the instrumental accompaniment and 
have introduced some changes in the music of 
the ballads, such as avoiding monotony 
through instrumental interludes, interpola
tions of oriental chtomatizations, refining 
the melodies through variations in the cadence 
and marked ornamentation. In the instru
mental music the moaning clarinet plays the 
melody while the violin and the laouto (a 
stringed instrument) are used more for accom
paniment. For the prosody and music of the 
klephtic ballads the reader is r~ferred to the 
basic work of S. Baud-Bovy, Etudes sur la 
Chanson Cleftique (Athens, 1958). ----

Yet the text of the klephtic ballads, particular
ly the texts in Faurie1, give us a heroic poem 
which has a character all its own. The text 
relates a heroic action but not in the linear 
narrative fashion of the traditional heroic 
poem. Its diction is formulaic, as may be 
readily seen in the fact that the same verses 
are found in different ballads. The most 
pervasive characteristic of the ballad is the 
formulaic prologue in which usually a bird, 
or mountains, or people speak in dialogue and 
tell us something about the hero and the cir
cumstances. The technique is that of the 
Homeric medias res. By means of this formu
laic beginning the poet tries to raise the hero 
into a higher atmosphere of tragic feeling by 
giving the animate or inanimate world a soul, 
a voice which acts as the chorus of a Greek 
tragedy. The dramatic style of the ballad is 
achieved in several ways. First, by the use 
of dialogue or question and answer technique 
which, as in Homer, makes the heroic poem 
dramatic. Secondly, by the diction, which is 
simple, free from the emotional reaction of the 
speaker to the event. The ballad stays with 
the stark facts which are selected for their 
dramatic relevance and have little to do with 
linear chronology. Like Homer, the singer 
of the ballad is concerned with the swift 
movement of life which is achieved by stripping 

the noun of all ornamentation except that 
which organically arises from the very 
nature of things. Raciness is also achieved 
by the repetition of the same verb or by a 
number of related verbs. The verb is the 
life of this genre of poetry . The objective 
of the ballad is to select some person and 
inve st h im with the epic and tragic sense 
of life. Tl1is is achieved with the technique 
of oral poetry, aided of course by emotion 
i ntensified by the music. In its dramatic 
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sense and in the remarkably successful pre
sentation of the epic and tragic sense of 
life the klephtic ballad is close to the heart 
of the Home ric epics. 

The composers of these ballads were illit
erate, often blind, bards who sang their 
songs from village to village or in the 
church fairs (panegyria) where glendi, 
merry-making, followed the religious ser
vice for several days. At these fairs the 
bards would sing their ballads; the villagers 
who heard them would bring them back to 
their own villages and there the songs would 
be moulded with variations and passed on to 
their oral journeys. Variants of the same 
ballads show that the song is subject to 
variations in the text and in the music so 
that we cannot expect an archetype. The 
role of these bards in the life of the people 
may be seen in the traditional greeting by 
women to a woman who had given birth to 
a son: "May he live to become an 
armatolos or capetanios and have a song made 
about him." Many of the singers composed 
their songs in the camps of the klephts whose 
exploits they praised. Not infrequently the 
composers were renowned warriors like 
Makriyiannes and Kolokotrones who relaxed 
with singing heroic songs even as Achilles 
in his tent. 4 

HISTORICAL NARRATIVE POEMS OF CRETE 
AND CYPRUS 

In contrast to the Akritan cycle which is my tho
poeic we have another group of poems which 
are more historical and narrative in charac
ter. These poems deal with historical events 
like sieges, capture of cities, revolts which 
left a deep impres s ion on the people. Among 
the oldest in this class are The Siege of 
Adrianople (1361), The Capt\::ire of Constanti
nople (1453) which must have once been longer 
than the short versions in which we have them. 
Of the longer historical poems those of Crete 
are the most numerous and important. The 
reason for this is to be found in the numerous 
revolts in the island against the Turks. In 
the interval of 1770 and 1897 there were at 
least ten major uprisings followed by death 
and suffering. These revolts are the theme of 
the Cretan heroic poems which glorify the 
strongly ingrained Cretan ideal of gallant 
living and gallant dying. Imbued with the same 
code of honor as we find in Homer these 
picturesque warriors, who still survive in 
the mountain villages of Sfakia and Psilorites, 
inspired the Cretan bards to compose long 



narrative poems. These poems extend from 
the revolt of Daskaloyiannes in 1770 to the 
German Airborne Invasion and Occupation of 
the island in World War II. 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
Crete enjoyed a literary golden age which 
was influenced by Venetian literature and 
the native folklore tradition. This written 
literature was snuffed out by the capture 
of the island by the Turks in 1645-1669, an 
event which inspired the long literary epic 
of Bouniales, The Capture of Crete (1681) 
composed in the folk dialeci~· However, the 
oral tradition of historical poems continued. 
The historical poems composed by illiterate 
bards to commemorate the ensuing revolts 
retained the basic structure of these older 
historical poems --the formulaic prologue, 
followed by the narration of the event in 
chronological manner, and concluded by an 
epilogue which gives us information about 
the bard. The historical poems, commencing 
with the Song of Das kaloyiannes in 1786, con
tinue the oral tradition with increasing degree 
of formulaic texture. They are composed m 
the rhymed couplet which was introduced 
into Greek poetry from the West in the 
fifteenth century. Hence these poems are 
called rimes (rhymes) and their poets 
rimadore (rhyme-makers). 

The heroic poems of Crete begin with a con
vential prologue in which the poet, like 
Homer, asks for inspiration, or he begins 
with an addres s to nature, trees, flowers, 
birds lamenting. The prologue, which 
enlists the attention of the listeners, usual
ly contains the date of the event. Then the 
poet describes the event and the heroic 
death of the leader and the participants in 
the revolt. He selects an heroic act or a 
revolt involving a series of heroic acts and 
narrates them cinematically, stripping away 
all complexities that underlie the event, 
reducing characterization to mere action or 
to a few noun -adjective formulae. The poet 
moves the story in linear fashion following 
history or biography as a model. He 
relieves the monotony of the narrative 
through short dramatic speeches and tradi
tional similes which are used for metrical 
convenience. The Cretan poet, because he is 
subject to history, witnessed or participated 
in by himself and his audience, avoids the 
marvellous and the improbable, though oc
casionally we find the speaking horses and 
birds. If any dramatic quality be in the 
poems it is due mostly to the events them
selves rather than to the poet himself, though 
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the exception is the bard Barba- Pantselyo 
who compos ed The Song of Das kaloyiannes, 
the masterpiece of Cretan heroic poetry. 
Often Cretan poems turn out, like the klephtic 
ballads, to be a lament (moiroloyi) and we 
find imbedded in them passages which are 
actually formulaic laments sung over the 
dead by women. Often the poet interpolates 
his own moral judgment about the events. 
The technique of these poems is formulaic; 
we have the usual formulaic patterns which 
characterize the fifteen syllable meter, 
though rhyme-formulae constitute a major 
part of the facility of the Cretan bard to im
provise. The poems are sung to a basic 
narrative melody which extends over the 
entire distich. 

We find less anonymity in Cretan poems. 
Usually a short biography of the bard is 
found in many of the epilogues of the poems, 
giving us their name and village. These 
singers were often blind, sometimes 
warriors themselves, who were trained in 
the oral tradition of improvising couplets 
(mantinades) which are still a favorite 
pastime and gifted accomplishment of most 
Cretans today. We have a masterful des
cription of the Cretan bard in the epilogue 
of the Song of Daskaloyiannes which des
cribes the bard dictating orally his poem to 
a scribe. The bards today are confined to 
a small group of older men, 5 usually 
farmers, shepherds, or cheese makers, 
who matured in the older traditions of song 
sing their songs around the tavla, the 
table. The tradition has survived in suffi
cient strength to inspire the composition of 
oral narrative poems on World War II. 

In addition to the historical rimes we have 
another category of heroic poems which 
are very popular in the mountain villages 
of western Crete. These are the rizitika, 
sometimes called songs of the tavla, 
named from the fact that they are popular 
in villages rooted in the rizes, the roots 
of the Lefka Ore, (White Mountains). Re-
cent musicological studies of Baud-Bovy 
show that their musical strophe is prosodi
cally related to that in the klephtic ballads, 
which also are the source of many of their 
formulae. They are composed in the tradi
tional fifteen syllable line, are rather short 
(6-12 verses), and are sung around the tavla 
after the feast. One side of the table sings 
a phrase which is then repeated by the men 
on the other side . The me lodies are many 

and the singers never achieve unis on for eac h 
man s ing s in his own pitch and in s uch a wa y 



that his own voic e i s not lost in the group 
sing ing. These s ongs are raucous to the 
Western ear but are full of the gusty vitality 
of the Cretan mountaineers. The themes 
are old heroic events which have left an im
pre s s ion on the pe ople, love the me s, popu-
1ar folk motifs, allegorical poems, songs 
about old Cretan captains who crossed over 
to Greece to take part in the kingdom's wars 
Concluding each rizitiko and disconnected 
with the theme is an improvised couplet or 
mantinada. These songs constitute a vital 
part of the Cretan heroic poems. 

The tradition of the long narrative poem 
survives still with vigor in Cyprus. Out
side of the Akritan, these narrative poems 
of Cyprus are not heroic in character. 
Their themes are tragic deaths, suicides, 
love affairs, accidents, murders, and 
lives of saints, miracles. It may be 
readily seen that many of these themes 
are properly those of tabloid newspapers. 
These poems are composed and recited 
from village to village or in the city squares 
by a professional group of itinerant poets 
called poietarides who in their origin go 
back to the tradition of Akritan poems but 
with this difference : they extend their reper
tory to non-heroic themes. These poets, 
who are trained in facile improvisation 
through improvised verse contents, called 
tsatismata (cf. the amoebean contests in 
Theocritus and Vir gil), s ell the poems after 
an oral recitation in printed pamphlets to 
the villagers. The older tradition of 
poietarides composed these poems in the 
illiterate oral tradition but the newer ones 
represent a s tage where the oral is mixed 
with the literary style. 

SIDE I, Band 1 : 

THE ABDUCTION OF DIGENES' BRIDE. 

From Salonika 

The abduction of Digenes' bride by the 
Saracens, one of the oldest themes in the 
Akritan cycle, has been collected in all 
parts of Greece. There are two main types 
to which the versions belong. The ver
s ions from Cyprus and the Dodecanese, 
which ultimately derive from Pontus and 
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Cappadocia, tell how the hero after a long 
stay abroad, either because he is fighting 
wars, or is on a long journey, or because 
he is a pris oner, learns in a magical way, 
usually a speaking horse, that his wife is 
about to be married to another. Mounting 
his fabulous charger he arrives in time to 
prevent the marriage. The wife, like 
Penelope in the Odyssey, asks for tokens. 
Upon the telling of tokens, known only by 
husband and wife, there is a happy reunion. 
This oldest of themes, the faithful wife, 
the suitors, the appearance of the husband 
and the tokens, is not derived from Homer. 
Rather it is a traditional theme of folklore 
used by Homer and reemerging independently 
in the Akritan cycle. I recorded a variant of 
this theme in Cyprus where it is sung on the 
second day after the marrlage as an exhorta
tion to fidelity. 

The second type of the theme comes from 
Pont us , of which the following excerpt is 
a variant. It tells of Digenes who at work 
is informed by a magically speaking bird 
(cf. Odyssey XIX, 545) that his house has 
been pillaged and his wife abducted. The 
hero goes to his stables and asks his horses 
which of them is capable of overtaking the 
enemy. Only his old fabled charger is 
capable because of his love for his mistress. 
With mag ical speed he overtakes the enemy, 
defeats his army. His wife, imprisoned in 
a castle, senses the approach of her hus
band through the neighing of the faithful 
charger and is then restored to her husband. 

This recorded version is sung by a Pontus 
Greek in Salonika, Herakles Tsakalides. 
age 38. He sings each vers e twice to a 
basic melody. The version is introduced 
and accompanied by the Pont us lyre (for 
a description and picture of this instru
ment see Ethnic Folkways Album P 454, 
p. 6). The lyre rests the singer at inter
vals with passages which come from the 
dance, a feature also seen in the instru
mental music of the klephtic ballads. The 
dialect of the song is that of Pontus (cf. 
R. M. Dawkins, Modern Greek in Asia 
Minor, Cambridge, 1916). Thetext is a 
variant of one printed in full in- P. 
Kalonaros, Digenes Akritas (Athens, 1941), 
II, pp. 237-239. 
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K~\ ~O nou~\v X€~&~6~6&V &Vep~nLVOV~aA(aV: 
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YL& v& 6u~nA~pwe~ ~O~6LXO~ ~e6yyo,. 

When Akritas was plowing by the river, ah, 6 
He went and came and plowed five furrows in an 

hour, 
He went and came and sowed nine measures of 

wheat. 7 
A bird came and sat on the edge of the yoke. 

5 "Away bird, away bird, lest you feel the 
ox-goad." 

And the bird sang with a human voice: 
"Akritas, why do you sit, and stand, and wait? 
Your family is in trouble, and they have taken· 

your fair one, 
They have saddled your best horse, and have 

mounted it, 
10 And your lesser steeds stand and neigh. " 

SIDE I, Band 2: 

THE DEATH OF DIGENES. 

From Cyprus. 

The many ve rs ions of this very popular theme 
of the Akritan cycle have been studied by 
Polites and Baud-Bovy who show that it 
originated in Asia Minor and was passed on 
to Cyprus, then to Rhodes, and Crete, aU 
of which show parochial characteristics. 
The longest versions come from Cyprus and 
show the oral technique in an excessively 
formulaic character; in the Dodecanese the 
versions become shorter, more dramatic; 
in Crete the short lyrical versions of Digenes' 
death take on the epic character of the Cretan 
mountaineers; in them Digenes becomes a 
superhuman titan who strides from cliff to· 
cliff, hur ls huge rocks, still called today in 
various parts of Crete "the rocks of Digenes, " 
he surpasses deer and mountain goats in 
speed. Even Charos dares not wrestle with 
h i m but wounds him in a stealthy ambush. 
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The versions in Cyprus and the Dodecanese 
consist of a series of episodes in the 
Akritan cycle. Charos, that picturesque 
knight of Death, dressed in black, comes 
to take the soul of Digenes. The hero 
challenges him to a wrestling-match. 
Charos is defeated, then appeals to God who 
metamorphoses Charos into a golden eagle 
who attacks and overcomes Digenes. As 
Digenes lies dying his friends and warriors 
hesitatingly approach. Like the dying 
Heracles in Sophocles' Trachinaean Women, 
he uses this occasion to narrate his exploits. 
He dies after having strangled his wife in 
an embrace. Several elements in this 
story are worthy of note for comparison 
with Homer. In Homer a hero meets his 
death not at the hands of a mortal but a 
divinity who uses a mortal as an instrument; 
so here too Digenes meets his death at the 
hands of God who uses Charos to deprive 
heroes of their souls. The visit of death 
is shaped in the heroic manner. Charos, 
of whom we have a parallel in Euripides' 
Alcestis, where Herakles wrestles with 



Death, is an important figure in modern 
Greek folklore, especially in folktales and 
laments over the dead sung by the orally 
talented women of Mani. Cf. J. 
Mavrogordato, "Modern Greek Folk-Songs 
of the Dead, " Journal of Hellenic Studies, 
LXXV (1955), pp. 42-53. In this song we 
also meet with the flash-back technique 
first used in the Odyssey. 

The following complete version of the death 
of Digenes was recorded in Paphos, Cyprus, 
from Neophytos Christodoulou, a farmer, 
age 55. It has been chosen for the light it 
throws on criteria which discriminate be
tween a good and a poor oral poet. A com
parison of this singer's version with that 
recorded from a poietares shows that the 
singer is following closely the tradition of 
these itinerant bards in the island. The pro
logue, epilogue are in the tradition of these 
bards who have left their influence on this 
singer's dramatic recitative. An analysis 
of this version has much to tell us about 
forces at work in oral poetry. This singer 
has fashioned his song by stitching three 
themes in his version: 1) the wrestling with 
Charos and the recitation of his exploits, 
culminating in the strangling of Digenes' wife 
(lines 5-134, 155-158); this part of his ver
sion follows the traditional version of the 
death of Digenes; 2) the pursuit of the un
willing princess, a theme which the singer 
has grafted on to the tale from non-Akritan 
material (lines 137 -154); 3) the tale closes 
with one of the most ancient of folk motifs -
the dead lovers become transformed into 
trees. (lines 160-162). Not being a pro
fessional bard the singer has not integrated 
the three themes successfully. In particular, 
the portion occupied in lines 137-154 is inept, 
confused, and in order to keep the tale moving 
he inserts many lines, e.g. 87, 127-128, 140, 
143-144, which have no relevance to the story 
at all. There are some contradictions in 
the version of which the singer is unaware but 
which show up in the printed text. It shows 
that contradictions, contrary to the belief of 
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older Homeric scholars, are part of oral 
poetry; it is the singer, not later editors, 
who is responsible for them. Our version 
also tells us something about the criteria of 
excellence in oral poetry. An oral poet, like 
Homer, joins formula after formula, without 
jarring the flow of the narrative; his formulae 
are integrated with the story so successfully 
that it requires the expert eye of a Homeric 
philologist to detect their presence. In this 
version, which is entirely formulaic, some 
formulae are not joined smoothly, e. g. 
line 140 should follow line 137; the formulae 
are not "nailed" tightly to the story. In 
lines 141-144 the princess means to say that 
if you bring water to Mylari I will marry 
you on the festive day of St. Catherine. The 
text as it stands is very confused because of 
the singer's inability to fit his formulae into 
a smooth narrative. The singer also suffers 
confusion in lines 145 -154; the story here, 
as I infer it, tells of the princess' escape 
and of Digenes' hurling of rocks, like 
Cyclops, at the escaping ship. The landmarks 
in the island show the traces of his steps. 
In the version there is redundance of form
ulae to the point of confusion. The singer 
als 0 throws light on the mixture of dialects 
which characterize the Homeric diction. 
In his version the old Cypriot dialect pre
dominates, but there are intrusions of non
Cypriot forms; there is no consistency in 
his dialect, sometimes he uses the Cypriot 
form of the infinitive and sometimes the 
form of the Koine dialect. It is a well
known fact in modern Greek folksongs that 
adherence to a dialect is not strict, especial
ly where metre and rhythm are involved. 
A Cypriot singer may pronounce the double 
consonants which characterize the Cypriot 
dialect while other times not. Perhaps the 
melody or influence of other singers may 
be the reason. The older collectors of 
Greek folksongs simplified the spelling to 
achieve a normal text but tape-recorded 
versions are making us more aware of 
mixed linguistic phenomena as we find in 
the Homeric poems. 
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A~6~&loL xal ~a6x~lLve~ETnav ~oo V'&pVLV~6W, 
•• 6 - .. ~, .6 't av'tpELW~t,;VOO ALEV11 'tP:1,,(OuuL V:1 1WL,,6W. 

'As n& v& 't~ nOL~6w~ev,~~6cV nob 't~ naLvi6av 

X:1\ x~p" 'nob 't~v nl~6't11v ~oo b~v ~XEL tl~av ~l6av. 

5 "E6'tpaf&V fj &vQ.'tol~ "Ma\ PPcSVT116&V ~ b.s611 , 

lot&v xa\ 'to~ X~pov'to v& ~"(~ v& ~La"(~p(e" 

lVQ.v-[vav ~~ 't~ 'opev, ~vav v~ ~£v &~~6", 

v& ~€CV" 6 T6no£ "(-Ip,,~c£ 6~V Ivav nap~Kl~6LV 

10 v& ~~~" x~l 6 nl&6't11£ ~oo 't6TE£ bLxaCav XpC6LV 

&~a.PTWA~S Kal b(")(Q.LO£ 't~T& e~ v~ xoopCe". 

"E~'ta6&V ets T& 6nC~XLa 'tau X6PLOO AL€V~XLV, 

nob ~~v EIxe ~le·6't~v V~COVl&V 'tiTOLOV nalA"x~pdxLV. 
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" to,.., , , L 
EAa, a€e ~O", XL t;7t(XP "t'ov 'tOl)'tOV nOl) ~ av"t'L6'tu.e". 

"OnOLO£ botti,eL 'tov ge&v, lv'-f) bOl)A€Lc! "tOO pti6'tL. 

50 "Hp-tEV "tOIJ ~ bLo,"t'aYTJ '1tO~ 1tc!vw 'nou "tov nA6.<5"t''Il: 

va yCV~b gvab ~e"t'cb XPl)60 b ~"t~v xe~~A~v "t'0l), 

v& t6V"f ~~ "t& v~XLa (01), v& 1ttfp,,~ "tTJV +IJX~V "tOl). 

'EyC\I1lveV gvCl£ !€"to£, 6A6xPl)60; na6"t'lAAL. 

'Eyw XL '€V e~"t'aCw "tCno"t'£s, ~~lv"t',,£ ~OIJ ~& 6"t'lAA€L. 

55 'Ey6pL6ev 6 ~Lev~£, YLa va "tcu &1ta.V"t'~6", 

O,'tL &p't" 'no~ "tov nAc!6"t" ~Ol), X~A~~ va ~a£ 6p(6" 

'0 A6yo£ bev &'tlAeLw6tV,1 t~"6~ 't0l)~ noD 'xav, 

'0 ~Lev~~ \jIoxo~C),xer ').Ial 6"tpGvvoov 'too 't& pcuxa 

~~. 6tb€p~ 1tCl1tAG~a'ta, ~! c5tbspa. y.pel3l3ti'tLa· 

60 "t'a c5{bepCl "t6aXC,€L "t'a xal Xc!~VSL 'tCl xO~~tf'tLCl. 

, IT' ci1t1te 1;;(..16 L ~ 'to I) 6"t' l XQ (5 L 't pa ')(& 6 L Cl 1tClAA" xc!p L Cl 

xal bev €rX~c5LV ~beLa." xal 6'tlxa6Lv !AtfpY'Ka. 

alACOV v& ~1tCUc5LV, va'tov boGv, &AX& &xpo~OCaV't7L, 

6 ~Lev~£ \jIoxo~axtt 'KCll 't& 1taXtf"tLa 6€LCuv'taL. 

65 Ern~v 'too 'to nw£ lpV.OOV"t'ClL yeL't6vot va "tov bOU6L 

'Kal nepL~lvcov ~beLa.v 'n6tw xa.l xa.p'ttPCU6L. 

. - " -." "\. -YL €XtLVO£ ~oo ~oov uev €L~~l, va. ~E ~~ ~0~"e006lV. 

'Enp~c5'tClte v'~voCtoo6L, eGpeL,xapa 6't~ 66p'tavl 

O ..,' .. , C ). ~ 7 xeLvc; ~€ 't"v yevaLxClv 'too ClVO ~6Lv 'tIl" nup'ta. 

"A~a 'YPLG6" ~ etfAa66Cl, 't~'te£ 'no o~AACl 13v.~AA€L, 

X(ALt£ ~I)X€~ a.v lpxocv'tov, bev "t'~v a.vvotav !AAOL. 

'E1t~tv ~ ytVCl(')oICl 'too xal 'tp6.p"tev "t'~v 6~p't", 

~oov'ta 'tTJv 1t6p'tClV XL ~voltev, nl~'teL xa~al xal ~6P't£L. 

75 "Evav ~LXPOV ~L')(p06't6LXOV xal xa~~Ao~pa.X&'tov 

I3c!AX€L 't~b b6va~LV l~1tp6£, ~naCv€L ~al xaLpE't& 'to,,: 

-"Qpa xaA~ (01), ~Lev~, 1ta.P"YOP~600 v6.,)(XO\l , 

• C ' "" )'""t ~t, L tXn ,OIJ€V va 6"')(We~S, ev 'Itt 6a l ~t. 6 6'tov Xu.')(')(ov. 
,.. , , " , \ -.' ... .L-. , -EXa't£ XLAtoL anc ~npo£ xaL uIJO XL~Lu.ueS 1tL6W, 
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90 

95 

~~l~~~& ~~v xou~4lmv ~OD, v& ~"~t ~~V x~~6 ~OU, 

nws ~plxeL ~t~~v X~e~p~V 'noo ~l~~ 6~~V A~L~C ~OU. 

il4vw 6~~V xt~~lAO~AA~V ~OU 'OO~6~UA'tyOpC~~v 

~~l n4voo 6~~V P~XO~AA~V ~oo '&OX~pYLa 't0Y~pC~~v. 

x~l ~{.6~ 6~& pOOe06VL~ ~oo ~~P~OL l6~~AC~~V 

x~t ~l6'6~& v6XLa ~wv X€P~W n£pbC~6L~ x~xoopC,av' 

t \.. 1 .. - - ~ ~'l.' I", 
w~ 'Y.o. .. ~~ t;pn£~~ ~T'ls y~~ ')(OV~~ vt;V £'I(OV~t;",')(~v 

x~t ~l6'6~& xeLpcn&la~m 6'1(6Alo~ iA~yoobl~')(~v. 

'Enp~6~~te v& 134A~OU6L ~p~nl'Lv v& b£LnvC6ouv, 

v& ~e ~60U6L yp~yop~, v& ~~v£ ~tvox~Ceoov. 

TPW6LV ')(~\ nCvOU6LV ~~p~ X~\ ~ov 60XVOPW~O~6LV 

nc!vw 6~&~ ci"bptL~~£S 'tOI) ".~l ~cv n~p~yopOU6LV. 

"Tpw-tt 'Xat nCvE~'~PXOv~£, ~, xal v& 6eiS t'~YO~~~L, 

~yp6nvT'l6a xal X~Aa6~ 't66ov noo b&v XCL~Oa~aL. 

K&.~w 6~€~ ~'I(Pt~ ~C:;v &.xpwv ~Tl~ ~lAt LW6T'1~ ~ou X66~OI) 

Ey6pLf& ~~ XL tr~a. ~a ~&VO£ xat ~oVLx6~ ~oo. 

YH'tQ.V ~'&.YX&eLV n{9L~OV ~~\ ~O 'tpL~6ALV n~xuv 

x~l nOLOS 'tCA~& V& ~R~ XQV~& x~\ nOLOS v& ~O~ 6ov~6x~! 

wEbw6ev ~oo 0 nAc!6~~£ ~oo l~c6~cu ~C~V X~PLV 

100 ~'t~V C xt~~Ac!xaVeO~, 0 YLes 'tou ~c~~Alc!PT'l 

, .I. '" l { C "-£Sa6~~v EL£ 'to X plY 'too X litS l 'tPt£ XOV~~PL 

~~ \ nw£ ~O 1346't'~. ~ V L a. ~c pa. b~ v e t~& v 'to x~ntfp LV. 

t .. 'e'" -~.,..I. E v£V ~V pwnoo£ aypLOU£, yevaL~t£ a~A£s ~o6tS 

IVVLa. xap~xla yl~W6tV 8AO ~c~~'t££ xal yAw66e~. 

105 N'cixc66£'tt ~a. n4e~ ~oo nod'n~etv ot I3p£e6v~t~, 

110 

l .. !,., o ~ou~'tt£ t;V ~cos 

~~,)(~Vt6~L 'nou 't~ npw\v x~l 'tv tltt6pEL£ noa ~600V 

oC I3p66t~ l6't~e~~~6L x~l '&V trX~v va. no'tC601)". 

, .. • Q. L .. r • c Q..I. ELt;; ~ov A",pab~v no~o.~ov e xtv wpa ClV ",pu6Lv 

XL ~~C'a.6ev 6 ~ClOpOS 'too, v~ nei va. ~ov no't{6~. 

EAlneL 'tov 0 t~P~X~\lOS XL'&V xal va. xaYA(6~ 

'ev l~atAL~tv,nooAtv xeT ~l~ va. na~~6~. 

tClpa')(~vcs lv'cpc!xov~as xat &no ~oo~ ~£y&.AOOS 
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&..10 1tOA.il.oo~ 't~ l~~. ecx XL a.n~ Xllil.OO'; tlo.c5xt£il.OU£. 

115 t'ttxe't~L 60AAot~e't~L 1t~£ e~ 'to X~Lpe't(c5~! 

--gpo. x~iI.~, ~a.pexx~vl, lXtL vepov ~ Pp6c5~; 

-~PL~V'tex Xp~vLex ~l6ll t~, X~Pl~ ~L&V~Xl, 

~~'t& 1tOOA.\v ~nL& Y£P~v,~~'t£ !LAtOV~XL. 

-Tpo.~~X'tou, ~P~ ~pcx~~vl, 'tov ~aupcv v~ no't(6w 
..,. ~ " tI., .. ~ .,. 120 xL &V Xex61to.X~V£XL noo p'tex XL £V vex 600 't~£ 1:ex~6W 

125 

~V lv'xexl ~E 'to Xl~L ~OU, lv'xa,l V~ XllLiI.(CSW, 

6~~€poV ~V· VO: 6X01:WeW, 1:~ - V~ X66W. YllLIJ4 ~OU 

I'op(~eL 'to XOV't~PLV 'TOO, ')(~Tvcv 'to 1t:1LV&~lVCV, 

860V V~ nd, ~ • II 6XC'twlllvcv • ~o.upos 'TCU, eX£L 'tcv 

EexvextlL nil.cf~e L 
., II 

't ail.A~ IlVLO: Illcsa 6't 1 £ l>u~ xcu't~il.e£, 

')(al3a.AA l ')1& 'tcu ~a.6pot) 't01) x L en~'t'!')6Ev 1:£,£ 6xttA££. 

E! n660L ~a't£~a.(vOOc5L 1't6"~tlL~ex 6'tOV N4b~ 

bLexl3:i'Te£ eYAeV'T066exC5L 6t np~6Lvc ,.eL;3cfbL. 

-Av l~~ev 6 tcxpcx~~vo£)ev XL lxcxllve xcxtPLv 

130 a.1tO 'tov xp~'tov 't~s tOALis ~ppcf~ 'to no't~pLv. 

K~1tcO 'C5'tpex1t~, X~1tCt) I3pov't~, xcfnco X~Acf~L pCI3X&L, 

't~ xL6vL 6't~ ~~A~ ~ouv~ 1tc'tl 'tCO xexl be A&(~,)(&L. 

M~'t~ 6'tpan~, ~~'t& I3pov't~, Il~'t& xexLP~£ ye~~vv£L, 
u I , 

&V xov'tapxex 'tca ~Lev~ xexl Xcf1tOLOV& c5XO't~Vv£L. 

135 'Av~IJ.ec5a.vtlli~ no'ta.~co£ £lxev 'tT!v X'1'tOLX(o.lI, 

lYLvev lxex't~ Xpovw, VOIl('W, ~ALxCexV. 

140 

)K6~cx b 'vexs nO'ta.IlC£ 'vc~~,e'taL MUil.~PL 

elxev xexl IlCexv p~aLva. XL ~eeAev vO: 't~v ncfp~. 

'H p~ ex L va.' tv 't 0 V ~ e e A e v , e ~' p L 6 X € v 't C t) CX h ( & £ 

, ( It a.nn 6W a,Ail.OI)£ 
, 

no'ta,lloo£ Ai yo uv 'too£ l1Lev~e£. 

'Edv 't~ (%)ip"1£ 'to vep~v xL l p't" d £ 'to Moil.~PL, 

e(1)Q?wv~6a.6LV 01 buo It , , 
1t~p~. XL av'tpav 't,,£ vex 'tov 

T6 ~ava.6't~pL v 'tou ~LV& 'AyCexv Ka.'t€pCvav, 

noo lpxe'tllL ~ ~lpcx 't~£ ~l6'6'tO Ne6~l3p" ~~va.v. 

145 "A~a. xa,l q>Ch6'!"J6&V"v€p6"l',XL ~xooc5ev ~ ')(opCa., 

... I. -. .. • C &nTj€v v~ ~b'.p1(apLc5't~ XL a,q>T}'Il€V 'tOO eye avo 

-Av X~1:a.yopl+&'t~, ~v ~& pw't~'t£ ~lva, 
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150 

~~lxouv X~L ~~ ne~p~6A~~~ x~~~ ~~p~up~~lv~. 

wEnne~ev £(on(6W ~~~ nw£ '~v v~ ~~ve ~~46~, 

XerVOL &~~pXap'6~v ~~, ~p~~cov xcunL~ X~L na6L. 

"Ev~v X~rL~V ~~~ l6upev, erV~L ~OOAL~£ bLxt~ ~ou 

~~'vov~aL WS ~~ 6~~epov n~v~ o[ 6~X~OALls ~ou. 
tI ., .. .11./ '.A. "-Enne6ev e(on 6w ~~S nw~ ev v~ ~lJve ~~~6~, 

yg!VOL ~~~p~mpC6~V ~~~ ~pa~onv xoonl xal na6L • 

155 .,. t" t .A ,. 'r ,I, .t. 
Hp~ev ~ wpn 'rl U1AlJ, nolo) 'to:v va ",e:,llX ' 16~, 

,.. t ( ....2/, 1. .t. 
fn~Evl YEV~ x~ ~o~ nw~ EV v~ 'tuv ~LAlI6'. 

'Iv v& ~ob~ n&p'rl x~l ~o~s 6o~ 6 X&po~ ~v'~e6''t~£) 

6~CYY€L ~'rlV ~'6'6't'~TY&AL~ ~oo xal ~r~xev ~ ~ox~ 't~s. 

160 

'E~lv~v lv'~ 'ttxv~ ~ou, 8,~L &xo6~w rp~~wl 

&n~pav ~ou£ ~at e4.~v ~ou£ 'to~£ 660 6'lv~v 't~~o. 

EAa6't! ~ x~p~ Ae~ovL~ XL 6 neuxo~ xun~pC6~L 

~~y&pLV v~ '~p~ eupe't~v 3ncLo£ ~ou£ ~~X~p'6~. 

Schoolmasters and schoolmistresses have told 
me to begin, 

To sing the song of Digenes the brave. 
Let us start the song which they have 

praised so much, 
And, thanks to my Creator, it has not 

a lie in it. 
5 There was lightning in the East and thunder 

in the West, 
And Charos thought it best to venture forth, 

to travel, 
And sweep through the world, from East 

to West, 
And each one in turn, leave not a one, 
And the earth become deserted like a remote 

chapel, 
10 So that my Creator then may make his just 

Judgment 
And separate the sinner from the just. 

He came to the mansions of Master Digenes, 
Never in the world such a brave lad. 
"Good be the hour, Digenes, light of the 

brave, 
15 To find you at home with such worthy men. " 

"Welcome, enter, to eat and drink 
And make our friendship last as long as we 

live; 
Let us feast on the game - the hare and the 

roas ted partridge, 
And ask me who I am, here at Katileke. 8 

21 

20 Let us eat the food, the food of the brave 
And drink the sweet wine, the wine for the 

famous, 
Whose savor makes men drunk. " 
"I know you full well, you are Digenes, 
The world has never such a brave lad. 

25 I have come with orders to take your soul 
From the Lord on high, and do not want 

your food. " 
"I lay a great wager - to give and take blows, 
To go forth and wrestle, and winner take 

all. " 
"My Creator has not sent me to wager, 

30 Not at all, merely to take souls away. " 
"You wish to take my soul, but I am not 

your man, 
Come, and get it, Charos, change your tune." 
Without games or joys, as at a feast, 
As they had agreed, they go to the wrestling 

ground. 
35 As soon as their hands touched, they gripped. 

They stood their ground and did not budge. 9 
Our books write it - it is not an idle tale -
In three days and nights Char os was smitten. 
"Grip Ire gently, Digenes, and I will grip 

you gently, 
40 Five minutes rest give me for breath. " 

Digenes grips him gently and Charos grips 
him tight 

They wore tracks below, so that the earth 
receive the weight. 
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Where Charos grips, the blood leaps, 
Where Digenes grips, the bones melt. 
Charos thought of give and take 
But 10, see him in a heap at Digenes' feet. 
He turns his eyes to Heaven and stand::; up: 
tIC orne, Lord, and take this opponent, 
Whoever glorifies the Lord, his task is 

light. " 
To him the Lord sends down his command: 
"Become a golden eagle on his head, 
Dig in with your nails, and take his soul. " 
He became an eagle, all golden like a 

honeyed-cake. 
"It is not my fault, the Lord sends me. " 
Digenes turns to reply: 
"What comes from the Lord, come it for 

good, " 
The words had not finished, the conversation 

90 

95 

ended, 100 
Digenes lies dying and they layout his clothes, 
On iron coverlets, on an iron bed. 
He shatters the iron into bits. 
Outside his door stand his three hundred 

brave lads, 
They had not leave to enter, and stand apart. 
They wish to enter, to see him, but are 

afraid . 
Digenes lies dying and the palace quakes. 

They t.old him the neighbors have come to 
see him 

And wait outside for leave to enter. 
"Tell my neighbors to come and see me. 
I am not he who was, to cause them fear. " 
He orders them to enter - 10, as luck would 

have it, 
He and his wife were opening the door. 
As when the sea rages, and spews forth all, 
Then even if a thousand souls come, they 

could not open the door. 
His wife went and drew the bolt 
Near the door he opened he falls and faints. 
A short lad, with breeches short, 
Pushes forth with might, enters and greets 

him. 
"Greetings, Digenes, console yourself a 

little, 
We hope that you will rise - you are not yet 

in the grave. " 
"Come a thousand from the front, and two 

thousand from the rear, 
While I am in my senses, before I die. 
Raise my shoulders, and see my woes, 
How the pure blood runs in my throat. " 
Over his head a thousand wind-mills turned 
Over his back a team of oxen plowed, 
And in his nostrils mares were stabled, 
And in the nails of his fingers partridges 

c ooed, 
- Even as the crawling creatures of the earth 

dre w not near -

105 

110 

115 

120 

125 
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And in his palms the hounds were chaSing 
hares. 

He orders the table to be set for feasting, 
For them not to depart, but spend the night 

with him. 
Now they eat and drink and frequently ask 
Of his feats and console him. 
"Eat and drink, my lords, and I will tell 

you, 
I am sleepless, so ill I cannot sleep. 
Down by the ends of the earth, the limits of 

the world 
I wandered and saw them all by myself. 
The thorn was a palm thick, the weeds a 

cubit, " 
And who dares to draw near and who to 

meet him! 
The Lord gave him a special grace, 
He was the crown of the acanthus, the son 

of the rider, 
He held in his hand a s pear weighing a 

thousand pounds 
And felt it not a bit. 
He saw savage men and as many other 

women, 
And he filled nine pails with noses and 

tongues, 
Hear the woes of those who were found 

there, 
The noses are of dragons, and the tongue s 

of lions. 
You waken in the morning and know not 

where you are. 
The springs dried up and had no water, 
By the Euphrates river there was a beautiful 

fountain, 
His black steed thirsted and he went to 

water him, 
The Saracen sees him and fears to speak 

to him, 
And no bird in its fear dared to linger there. 
The Saracen was a dragon and this I have 

learned 
From the many and the great, even the 

good teachers. 
He stands and thinks how to greet him. 
"Greetings, Saracen, has the fountain 

water? " 
"Thirty years here, Sir Digenes, 
Nor bird has drunk water here, nor swallow. " 
"Move, Saracen, to water my black steed, 
It is for your stubbornness I have come to 

hit you blows. 
To dare is my mood -
To die today, to shed my blood. " 
He turns his spear, his spear of fame, 
And while his black steed drinks, he slays 

him. 

And smites him again between the shoulders. 
He mounts his steed and treads the miles. 
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(Alas, how many travellers in Hades, to 
no avail, think 

These two were making merry in a green 
meadow.) 10 

Had the Saracen lived and was not successful 
From the sound of the blow the cup would 

have been shattered. 
Somewhere there is lightning, somewhere 

thunder, somewhere there is hail, 
The snow on the high mountains never melts. 
It is not lightning, nor thunder, nor is the 

weather murky, 
It is the blow of Digenes, and he is slaying 

someone. 
He had a dwelling amid two rivers, 
And lived, I believe, to be a hundred. 
Still one of the rivers is called Mylari. 
He also loved a princess and wished to 

marry her, 11 
The princess did not love him and found 

excuses 
- Outside they call the other rivers by the 

name of Digenes -
"If you bring the water to Mylari" 
The two agreed to marry. 
- The monastery of Sina, St. Catherine, 
Whose festive day falls on the middle of 

November -
When he ordered water to drink, and the 

lady heard it 
She fled in a boat and was rid of him. 
If you inquire, if you as k me 
The stones of the fields still stand as witness. 
The stone fell behind her as it was about to 

reach her. 
They embarked her, they rowed and sped on. 
He threw a great rock, and the traces of his 

steps are his. 
Even today the marks of his fingers show. 
The stone fell behind her as it was about to 

reach her. 
They embarked her, they row and go. 
The fair hour came, when he was about to die, 
His wife went to kiss him, 
And Charos as the middle man takes the two. 
For Digenes embraces her so tightly in his 

arms she dies. 
My art is to write what I hear 
They took them and buried the two in one 

grave. 
The girl grows into a lemon tree, the poplar 

into a cypress. 12 
May he who blesses them find a treasure. 

SIDE II, Band 1 : 

LENE BOTZARIS. Klephtic. Epirus. 

The breed of men and women, known a s the 
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Souliots, their epic way of life, their 
heroism and sufferings c onstitute a loose 
cycle of famed klephtic ballads known a s 
Souliotika. The home of the Souliots were 
four villages nestled in the rocky sheer 
cliffs of Epirus. These families of 
Christianized Albanians and Greeks kept their 
autonomy by reas on of their fierce epic 
qualities and their geographical position. 
Unlike the rest of the people they did not 
partake of work but lived on raids, plunder 
and taxes exacted from surrounding villages. 
From childhood they lived in constant state 
of war training. They were lithe, swift
footed, sharp-shooting and fierce in wielding 
the sword in sorties, proud and intense 
lovers of personal freedom. Their women 
were also famed for their fighting qualities. 
When they were not fighting by the side of 
their men, they carried ammunition and 
food to their husbands, encouraging them in 
battle like the picturesque German wives 
described by Tacitus in Germania. The 
ballads sing of such women as Moscho 
Tzavella, Despo, Lene Botzaris, who is 
the theme of this ballad. Ali Pasha was 
engaged in constant warfare from 1791 to 
1803 to subjugate these Souliots. In 1803 
the Souliots completely surrounded, short 
of food and ammunition retreated to the 
cliff of Zalongo. There the Souliot women, 

displayed the traditional honor of Souliot 
women by dancing and leaping one by one 
over the cliff. The few Souliot survivors 
received amnesty from Ali Pasha to leave 
Souli. One of the columns was treacher 
ously attacked near the monastery of Seltzo 
by the Achelous river. There our Souliot 
heroine fought bravely and to escape the 
enslavement by the Turks leaped and 
drowned in the river. She belonged to the 
great family of Botzaris of whom Marko is 
far-famed in the ballads. (See ballad in 
Album P 454, pp. 12-13) 

This ballad, as recorded from a gypsy band 
of musicians in Yiannina of Epirus , em
phasizes the melody at the expense of the 
text as may be seen by comparing the text 
with an older version in Polites' anthology 
of Greek folk-songs. (Eklogai Apo Ta 
Ellenika Tragoudia, Athens, 1932, No.7) 
The basic details of the heroic situation 
have faded and only the fame of the heroine 
remains. The ornamentation of the epic 
text gives way to that of the melod y . This 
is not uncommon in the later stages of the 
folksong. 
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All the wives of the captains 
All went and bowed at the door of Ali Pasha, 
But she, Lene, the wife of Botzaris, does 

not wish to bow. 
"May I never be seen to bow and kiss the 

hands. 
5 I am Lene, the wife of Botzaris, and the 

sister of Notis, 
I carry bullets on my skirt" .... 
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SIDE II, Band 2: 

THE CROW AND THE BATTLE OF VALTETZI 
(1821). 

Klephtic. Peloponnesus. 

This is a klephtic ballad from a cycle centered 
on Kolokotrones (1770 -1843), the general of 
the Greek forces in Peloponnesus during the 
War of Independence. Descended from a 
famous klepht family Kolokotrones rose to be 
the central figure in the War. A picturesque 
figure, wearing a helmet and shining gear, 
which is the theme of one of the ballads, pos
sessed of a loud Homeric voice which he used 
with effect in battle, he contributed to the 
victory by his cunning daring, his ability to 
organize and hold together into an army the 

various local bands, and to inspire them to 
victory. This ballad tells of his victory in 
the battle of Valtetzi, May 12-13, 1821, in 

which he inflicted great losses on the Turks. 

This ballad was recorded in Stringou, Arcadia, 
a village near Valtetzi. The singer, Nikos 
Stamatopoulos, a farmer age 45, sang this 
ballad for me on two occasions, once in solo 
recitative, and the other accompanied by 
instruments. The two versions differ in 
text, a phenomenon common in oral literature. 
The singer begins with a commonplace motif 
in the ballads, the address to a bird to which 
he then links details of a battle. The bird 
motif can serve any heroic action, as we ac
tually observe in many versions of klephtic 
songs which begin with this formula. 
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TC ~xe L ~ ~ ." , 
N~ ~~ ~L.&£ Y1& ~r~a~~, YL& ~06P~LX~ xe,4~L~; 

nlpQ~'~nc ~~ TpCy.op~~, Inc nlp'ln'~o B~~~l~6L 

x~t xei e& ~p~£ ~& ocr~~~a, ~& ~O~P~LXQ xe,41L~. 

5 Ko~oxo~p~v~~ nlp~~e ~e S~o ~ou ~'~6xlpL 

"What ails you, hapless crow, that you caw and 
cry out? 

Do you thirst for blood, for Turkish heads? 
Pass by Trikorfa, beyond Valtetzi 
And there you will find blood, and Turkish 

heads. 
Kolokotrones passed with all his army 
And there he mangled them" .... 

SIDE II, Band 3: 

THE SONG OF DASKALOYIANNES. 

Narrative. Crete 

This long heroic poem of 1,032 verses is the 
oldest and best of the long narrative poems 
of Crete. Its theme is the tragic failure of 
the revolt of Daskaloyiannes of Sphakia in 
1770. He was incited to the revolt by the 
Russians with promises of money and supplies. 
The revolt begins successfully in the moun
tains of Sfakia but owing to the perfidy of 
the Russians who failed to send reinforcements 
and supplies and the overwhelming superior
ity of the Turks it resulted in a failure. Of 
his own choice Daskaloyiannes offers him-
self to the Turkish pasha to save his people 
from further suffering. The poem describes 
the revolt, the initial battles, the destruction 
of Sfakia and the sacrifice of the leader 
with dramatic qualities of narration. The 
long epilogue contains a valuable picture 
of the oral bard, Barba-Pantselyo, sitting 
under a tree and dictating the poem sixteen 
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years after the revolt to a scribe. The 
oral bard, an illiterate cheese-maker in 
Sfakia, is moved to describe the event as a 
lament on the destruction of the glory of 
Sfakia. For an analysis of the importance 
of this poem to Homeric studies, cf. J. A. 
Notopoulos, "Homer and Cretan Heroic 
Poetry", American Journal of Philology, 
LXXIII (1952), pp. 225-250. -

This selection is but the introductory portion 
of a long version of the poem I recorded in 
the village of As kephou in the mountains of 
Sfakia from one of the descendants of the 
participants in the revolt. The singer is a 
picturesque old Cretan capetanios, 
Manouso Karkanes, age 88, illiterate, him
self a veteran of many Cretan revolts in
cluding the resistance movement against the 
Germans in World War II (Cf. G. 
Psychoundakis, The Cretan Runner; His 
history of the German Occupation:-London, 
1955, p:-8F His formulaic diction belongs 
to the older tradition of singers. He is also 
one of the singers in the rizitiko below 
(band 5). 
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Lord, give me thought and mind in the head 13 
To sit and think of Master John 
Who was the first in Sfakia, the first lord, 
And with all his heart wished Crete to be 

Greek. 20 
5 Every Easter and Sunday he put on his hat 14 

And said to Protopappas, liThe Moscovite 
I'll bring 

To help Sfakia and chase the Turks 
Along the way to Kokkine Melia. 
And all those who wish to stay in Crete 

10 The Cross should worship and Christians 25 
become. 11 

And Protopappas replied, "Master, what is 
in your mind? 

The thoughts you think will enslave Sfakia 
And until the ships arrive and the Moscovite 

come 30 
No Sfakian will have a home to live in. 

15 And if the fleet should chance to reach Gavdos 15 
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Turkey once again will s mash it. 11 

"Silence, Protopappa, sooner or later 
I will carry the Cross to the gate of Khania 
I will carry the Cross and fix it in the gate 
And with lemon rinds I will chase them out. 
I will not give tribute or pay the tax 
Let the Sultan bring against us thousands of 

battle flags, 
Let the Sultan bring against us armies and 

pashas, 
Sfakia has men, castle-wreckers, 
Sfakia has worthy and gallant warriors, 
To throw Turkey in the sea as a feast to the 

fish. 16 
And letters came again to Master John 
That Vlahia is in revolt, and Roumele and Mani, 
Their ships have arrived and seized the straits 
And others have reached Morea to keep a 

watch. 



SIDE II, Band 4: 

EROTOKRITOS 

Narrative. Crete. 

This masterpiece of Cretan literature is an 
epic romance of 10,052 fifteen syllable rhymed 
verses written ca 1645 by Vitzentzos Kornaros. 
Its theme is thechivalrous love of the hero 
Erotokritos for the princess Aretousa, daughter 
of King Herakles of Athens. The inequality of 
rank between the lovers prevents their marriage 
and Erotokritos goes into exile. Afterwards, 
without revealing his identity, he saves with 
his warriors her father's kingdom from his 
enemies, the Vlachs. After the recognition 
scene there follows the marriage of lovers. 
The selection recorded comes from the last 
book of Erotokritos, and it describes 
Erotokritos testing the fidelity of his beloved 
Aretousa, now placed in jail because of her 
stubborn refusal to marry suitors chosen by 
her father. The ring was given by this prin
cess to Erotokritos who now pretends to have 

received it from the dead hero in the manner 
described in this excerpt. Though based on an 
older European romance of Paris et Vie nne 
(1432) the plot is adapted to the Cretan char a c .
ter and ideals. Its diction is the folk idiom 
of the people. Though originally a literary 
epic this poem has become an oral epic 
3.nd its entire text is known by heart by many 
of the Cretans. I met an illiterate old man 
of Crete, age 90, who, when tested by ref
erence to the text, knew the entire poem by 
heart, a valuable corroboration for the 
rhapsodic phase of the Homeric poems. A 
comparison of this excerpt with the original 
text shows minor variants owing to oral 
transmission. Like the klephtic ballads this 
poem has entertained and taught the aret~ 
for both man and woman for generations of 
Cretans. This selection was recorded in 
Sfakia and the singer, Demetrios Skordiles, 
is a descendant of the scribe who wrote from 
dictation the Song of Daskaloyiannes , as it 
was dictated to him by the poet Barba
Pantselyo. For a critique of this poem see 
G. Seferis, Erotokritos (Athens, 1946). 
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Do you know, my Aretousa - listen while I 15 I drank and was cooled and my thirst was gone 
But then my sorrows did not end. tell -

Where I found the ring I left you in the 
prison? 

Two months ago, this very day, I found myself 
in.a forest 

And the beasts of Egripos 17 came out to devour 

I sat to sleep near the fountain, 
Then I heard the groans and moans of a sick 

man. 
I entered through the branches near the 

fountain 
me. 20 To see a youth in beautiful array, bright as 

5 I fought wild beasts, and slew them 
And with my hands I killed all the birds. 
I barely survived and all the time I fought 
To save myself from them, I had no hopes. 
But fortune helped and the stars took pity 

the sun, 
Clad in golden armor in front of a cave. 
And by his side two wild beasts lay dead, 
His sword and all his armor smeared with 

blood. 
on me. 25 I drew near, I greet him with brotherly words, 

"\Vhat ails you, so close to death, where is 10 And I survived unwounded and untouched. 
I grew ve ry thirs ty in that battle, 
Seeking to find water I barely reached a pine 
And where I rested a fountain gurgled. 
I drew near, and found the water in the 

your wound?" 
Twice with his ring he showed me 
Where the wound was, to see, to help. 
The bite was small, scarcely to be seen. 

opening of the rock. 30 It seems that the beast had a poisoned tooth. 

SIDE II, Band 5: 

WHAT AILS THE MOUNTAINS OF CRETE. 

Rizitiko. Crete. 

This rizitiko song is sung to the basic melody 
and words of an older song. The song begins 
with a formulaic opening which is also found 
in klephtic ballads on the mainland. (Cf 
Polites, Eklogai, No. 53 B). Mter this 

opening there follows the circumstances of 
World War II. The men in the village of 
Askephou felt the urge to express something 
about the recent war events and the only way 
they could do it was to follow an older model 
on an older war. Here we see oral verse
making at its most elementary stage. Nothing 
is changed but the name and place. The song 
was recorded in the village of Askephou of 
Sfakia where the rizitika songs are popular. 

rJ €XOUV TnC KpnTnc TO 6ouvo. 

~pyd. ('EAIJ4IPo/l pll~}loii) 
r--J--, 

) ), 35. I 

T'" - K' \ I.' '" LE- XOuv TOn pn _ _ _ _ Tnc; TO oOU - va T~E ~OUV TOn 

'MuTJ W) ;II ;0 tJ llJ· iJ ' J. 2d).1 i j 
I - - , t ----- :::::::::: ~ 

Kpn Tnc: TO <5ou _ va Taa'i 

aTE _ (va) TI50I 

t:'\ 5' (parl) 

@ J J#lJJJJ1J f1 f 
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~ J' 
T~ai 

1":\ f':\ f":I 

} J l I tfitJ j J !42£j -J::!~ j --~ ~ ~ if r. J .W 

Y, --- - ,--- ---<1Tt_KOUV ~OU9- - - KW 1J1. - VO_ (Vo) ~OUP_ 

·YnOT. Tov. 

• • i • 

<> • ... 

t( ~XO~V ~6~ Kp1~~£ ~~ ~ouv~ ~~al 6~lxouv ~oupxw~lv~; 

M'T)~€ ~OPL~~ ~a. nl\t!'.(WC5e, V~~O~ l>~v ~a. ne~pGV&L, 

~& nlp~6&V 6 rep~av~s ~~ml ~aupo~6pEC5lv ~a. 

TC ~& teeA~V 6 ~~p~apo~ •••••• 

L~~XL~Va. ~o~rou~o~~eve 

£1\').,eA:l., ~~.XL 'l:Va. ~payoul>otS~&ve 

X~L k~~XL~V~ ~Ll\ou~e 

ll\a, €I\a, xal L~axLava. ~Ll\ou~e' 

£l\a,lAa, YLa. va. bLa6xEbtf.~w~&, 

YLa. vl l>La6~eb&~w~& 

~61 ~(I\ous no~ ewpou~£. 

What ails the mountains of Crete that stand 
s o lowering ? 

Neither the North wind blasts them, nor the 
South wind freezes them; 

It is because the German passed and robed 
them in black, 

That was the wish of the Barbarian .... 

Mantinada: We sing Sfakian songs, 
Come come, 18 we sing Sfakian songs, 
And we speak Sfakian words, 
Come, come, we speak Sfakian words, 
Come, come, to make merry, 
To make merry 
The friends we see. 
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1. I am indebted for the musical transcrip-
tion of the texts in this album to Professor 
Spiros Peristeres, and for the dialect trans
cription of them to Dr. Demetrios Petropoulos, 
both members of the Folklore Archives of the 
Academy of Athens. The translation aims at 
grasping the physiognomy of the oral style, 
hence it is very literal and as stark as the 
text permits. 

2. This is an extremely simplified account 
of the metrics of Homer. The hexameter 
is composed of short cola which are usually 
marked off by word-ends, called caesurae 
(A1, B1, C1). The most common caesurae 
are found at positions 3, 5-1/2, and 8. 
The second line of the Iliad may serve as 
the basic, fundamental norm of the colo
metric organization of the Greek hexameter: 

1- '3 If , 7 g ., to II /2. v u !:.u v u v - -
OV ).0r{/V7IV} ~II ')'AI "'IV. ) 'f /871k£V rur XalotS yr. 
I II 1\ I 

AI S' (.' 

Cf. H. N. Porter, "The Early Greek Hexa
meter," Yale Classical Studies XII (1951), 
pp. 3-63. 

3. Serbocroatian Heroic Songs, collected 
by Milman Parry, edited by Albert Bates 
Lord, Volume I (Cambridge and Belgrade, 
1954). 

4. Cf. J. A. Notopoulos, "The Warrior as 
an Oral Poet, " Classical Weekly 46 (1952), 
pp. 17-19. 

5. See photograph which follows on 
page 34. This bard, Michalis Polychronakes, 
age 83, is reciting a heroic poem about 
World War II. 

6. The euphonic syllable yiar (ah) is added 
at the end of the verse to fill out the 
musical line. 

7. Koti is a measure of wheat equivalent to 
6 okes (an oke is about 2 3/4 lbs) for the 
small meas ure, 12 okes for the large 
measure. 

8. This is an unknown place name. 

9. This verse is metrically deficient in the Greek. 

10. After the slaying of the Saracen the 
Singer adds, by way of a side remark, 
this thought. 

11. For the confusion in lines 135-154 
see introduction. 

12. He probably meant to say that from 
the grave of the girl there grew a lemon 
tree, from the grave of Digenes a cypress. 

13. As in Homer, emotions and mental 
perceptions are located in specific parts 
of the body. 

14. Being a rich merchant Daskaloyiannes 
wore a European hat in contrast to the 
tasseled kerchief worn by Cretans. 

15. An island off the south coast of Crete. 

16. Cf. Homer's "to be a spoil for dogs 
and all manner of birds," Iliad, I, 4-5. 

17. The later name of Euboea. 

18. Ela, ela is an expletive which helps to 
-- --

fill out the line and gives the improvlsmg 
singer a pause to think of the next words. 
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AGE 83, RECITING AN 
EPIC OF HIS OWN COMPOSITION 
ON A THE ME OF WORLD WAR 
TWO. 
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PRODUCTION DIRECTOR, MOSE S ASCH 
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FOLI(WAYS 

RECORDS 

Q,y Number ETHNIC SERIES 12" 
FM4000 HUNGARIAN FOLK SONGS, Rec , 

__ (lOOO) In Hungary by Bela Bartok 
FM4001 WOLF RIVER SONGS, Wyoming &. 

__ (100 1) Montana logger and sea songs 
FM4002 SONGS OF ARAN, Sung in Gaelic 

__ (1002) Recorded by Sidney Cowell 
FM4003 SONGS DANCES OF THE GREAT 

__ (1003) LAKE INDlANskAlgOnquin, Iroq, 
FM4005 ONTARIO FOL SONGS, 17 songs 

___ of Canada's province 
FM4006 FOLK MUSIC OF NOVA SCOTIA 

__ (100B) Recorded by Helen Creighton 
FM4007 LAPPISH FOLK SGS OF NORTH 

__ (l007) NORWAY. Only existing record 
FM400B FOLK MUSIC OF NORWAY. A 

___ (1008) cross section of songs and music 
FM4009 LITHUANIAN FLKSGS IN THE 

_ _ (1009) U.s .A. Documentary recording 
FM4011 BIG DRUM DANCE OF CARRIACOU 

__ (lOll) Rec. in lhe Genadine Is. 
FM4012 INSTRUMENTS &. MUSIC OF BOLIVIA 

---FM4014 sAd'sm&r~I~;g'tll~~~~;gs. &. dances 
Authentic music and song 

FM4051 IRISH &. BRITISH SGS FROM 

--- FM4052 ZJ~~~~~t~'&S °F~O~b~~~ARIO 
lrad. Singers, colI. E. Fowke 

FE4053 FOLKSONGS of the MlRAMICm; 

---FE4201 ~~iCg;R~~' ;~4~rr,~E~1~~~~~i::~ 
---FE4307 ~~~~;:~;';.!oLK SONGS from the 

collection of Helen Creighton 
--- FE4311 ANTHOLOGY OF BRAZILIAN 

---FE4356 ~~~T~%~E'o"~dES OF 
· lAPAN. Trad. performance & songs 

FE4361 MUSIC OF AFGHANISTAN . Rec. 
by radio Kabul. Documentary. 

FE4365 MUSIC FROM KERALA (So .lndia) 
recorded by John Levy 

FE4372 MUSIC OF THE CAMEROONS. Br. 
Cameroon field recording 

FE43BO SGS OF ASSAM UTtAR BRADESH 
And the ANDAMANS ' 

FE43B7 RUMANIAN SGS &. DANCES 

FE4401 
-----440 I} 

FE4402 
_ _ (402) 

FE4403 
__ (403) 

FE4404 
__ (404) 

FE4405 
__ (405) 

FE4406 
__ (406) 

FE4407 
_ _ (407) 

FE440B 
_ _ (40B} 

FE4409 
_ _ (409) 

FE4410 
-----44lo} 

FE4411 
__ (4ll) 

FE4413 
__ (4l3) 

FE4414 
_ _ (4l4) 

FE4415 
__ (4l5) 

FE4416 
-----44l6} 

FE4417 
__ (4l7) 

FE44lB 
__ (4lB) 

~E44l9 
__ (4l9) 

FE4420 
__ (420) 

FE4421 
_ _ (42 I} 

FE4422 
__ (422) 

FE4423 
_ _ (423) 

FE4424 
__ (424) 

FE4425 
__ (425) 

FE4426 
_ _ (426) 

FE4427 
__ (427) 

FE442B 
__ (428) 

Melodies rich in folklore 
MUSIC OF THE SIOUX &. NAVAJO 

:'~Wi~g'F C~~u ~~{U'tL'<l,.:;~~~A 
Badoum~ N'Gound!, Okandi etc . 
DRUMS uF HAITI vodoun, fuba 
and Pero dances. 13 examples 
FLK & TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF 

IT~KJJSI~P~'i!- ~;:'iI;~IA~~' etc . 
Eritrea, Ballads and instr. 
MUSIC OF INDONESIA. Bali, Java 

~1~r~U~I~a6t ~~~~\~ tl~~~ 
of cult and secular music 
FOLK MUSIC OF PALESTINE 
Arab Persian and Hebrew songs 
FOLK MUSIC OF INDIA. Dances, 
love songs and religious 
CULT MUSIC OF CUBA . Afro-Cuba 
cult music. Field recording 
FOLK MUSIC OF SPAIN. Navarre, 

g:gI~N- ~~~I~a6F ~1~r'c6.e~~qUi 
Seri, TzotEil & other tribes 
FOLK MUSIC OF FRANCE. Norman-

~U's?c'"~~n~E~~.t'Lo~~:sA~~'t:tc . 
~~"lrc g~~~t I~~ts'I~ll~;~DLE 
EAST . Azerbajan Uzbek Armenia 
NEGRO FLK MUSIC OF ALA - 1 
Secular field recordings 
NEGRO FLK MUSIC OF ALA - 2 
Religious field recordings 
FOLK MUSIC OF RUMANIA From 
the Bela Bartok collection 
MUSIC OF THE AMER INDIANS 

~Ls1~~~·f6ui~n~RH1~h~u~~;~f~ 
trial meetings and festivities 
TRADITIONAL &. CLASCL MUSIC 
OF INDIA. Ragas folk song etc. 
MUSIC OF SOUTHEAST ASIA. Laos 
Burm a, Malaya etc. 
FLK &. CLASSICAL MUSIC OF 

~Z~Er:US~~I~Sp~~';;;:~: ~~jab 
~~~N:;~aIM~xfcI~o~t~r Mo;;~ ic 
OF NEW MEXICO. Hupangos, corrid. 
FLK MUSIC OF THE WESTERN 
CONGO, Bapindi, 8akwesi , 8apende 
SGS OF THE WATUTSI. Bards. 
poets. hunters of Ruanda. Afri ca 

FE4429 
_ _ (429) 

FE4430 
__ (430) 

FE4431 
_ _ (431) 

FE4432 
__ (432) 

FE4433 
__ (433) 

FE4434 
__ (434) 

FE4435 
__ (435) 

FE4436 
__ (436) 

FE4437 
__ (437) 

'FE443B 
__ (43B) 

FE4439 
_ _ (439) 

FE4440 
_ _ (440) 

FE4441 
__ (44 I} 

FE4442 
__ (442) 

FE4443 
__ (443) 

FE4444 
__ (444) 

FE4445 
__ (445) 

FE4446 
__ (446) 

FE4447 

FE4448 
__ (44B) 

FE4449 
---4449} 

FE4450 
----(450} 

FE4451 
-_(45l) 

FE4453 
--(453) 

FE4454 

---~i:~56 

FOLK MUSIC OF JAPAN. Work, 

~GS' ih~Id;~~, dnH'kan~~ ~~~B~s 
Gaelic songs of the islands 
RELIGIOUS MUSIC OF INDIA 

:~~G§~D hb~~~ gO}S HAlT! 
Religious and secular music 
MAORI SGS OF NEW ZEALAND 

~t~e~~S;Ca:;;o~~~~~;tc. 
~[~g~'EZ~~~ ~;c~~o;6~;~' 
~:J~:;Es~r~L~o&g~~~g~;lo~~L 
~E%:iE~Ca~t~bs7~r~Ff1~ri'%~'li'SIA 
~~li~ :USIict<fFi~t;~l~A 
14 Colk songs oC these Acadian 
TRIBAL MUSIC OF AUSTRALfA 
The aborigines oC Arnhem Land 
RELIGIOUS SGS & DRUMS OF THE 
BAHAMAS. African influence 
DRUMS OF THE YORUBA OF 
NIGERIA. Frm . the He &. Oyo Kgdoms 
MUSIC OF THE FALASHAS . Songs 
and music of Ethiopian Jews 

~~~~~ ~:dJi~~s U~l~:-UNE. Songs, 
ESKIMO MUSIC bF ALASKA &. 
THE HUDSON BAY. Rare record 
FLATHEAD INDIAN MUSIC 

~~~\'g''?Rl)j~a,:,sIiE.\l~::~ c~~~SSO 
~tisaI~ · i;;~YS~ltT'i)cAS[/';.t:~~1 
~bt'~b~'ilS?~a6:~~~ilM~~i~tan 
~X~~~~~~i~uif~~ISRf~r;oi~' 
l~~~~ ' :~g'~ ~~r;f'~~~roN ISLE 
Gaelic songs from Nova Scotia 
BULU SGS OF THE CAMEROONS 

~8'Lc~ . ~~~t <g~n~A~~i~~ngs 
Country work, solo and group songs 
FLK MUSIC OF GREECE. Crete, 

ik~h-fcj~~u~'M'tS~cdgniap~lfu 
---FE4457 ~~G~~~ ~~I!;~EPI~U~rFti~~ST 
- --FE445B 
----145B} 

FE4459 

FE4460 
_ _ (460) 

FE4461 
-----446 I} 

FE4462 
__ (462) 

FE4463 

f~&lt~,r:;~~2 ~~t!;~i~nU ~~1R 
~~~~NML~{2a6r~~~~~totc. 
~~~I~g~R:1~~~k~~~d~tc. 
~t~t~'k:i:i~L~~~T~~~c~~'.:'m etc . 

~6tCi~-~~~~~ 6~n~~N~~~ &. 

~t~I~I~'FP~~i~fL~~~i~~I:~d 
classical instrumentals 

---FE4464 INDIAN MUSIC OF THE CANADIAN 

---~~:~65 ~t~~~s~~og<lF L?~~~I~I~~fl~t, etc. 
___ (465} band slil-bells musical bOw 

FE4466 HANtJNOO MUSIC FROM THE pmLI-

---~~~~67 ~brKE~·A~~"'f~sb~i~~I~E~U;.1 Kala-

----1i~~6B ;:;~~U;~~ ~~"iK 1~~~gf~"k,ETRY 
- --FE4469 ~&~r;;I~&P~~'k ~~~tk~~~~~, elc . 

---~~~~70 i~~~lJs~~S~Ci:;~'T,;;,~o~~~~nJERN 
FE4471 ~~~~~AFi:'~~~SI~~F ~a~~~~fs 

---~~!~72 ~kc~R~m;L~~ti~iclb~o~gtA~~~A_4 
_ __ (472) Rich Amerson, No.2; religious 

FE4473 NEGRO FLK MUSIC OF ALABAMA -5 

---~~~~74 ~~~i~\gl;L~e~"t;~I~lb~o~t:~~~A_6 
---{.!~!~75 N~GgR5a;;'~M~at1~~tyWO~K SGS. 

---~~~~76 ~~~\~~"t.\'[l'O~ t~~Wb~~'g'OAST 
---~~~~77 ~~';~ow~~~spJi;'~~t <g~~~tc. 
---FE4478 ggr~M8saI~e6F w;~'a.~l~mony, etc . 

---FE4479 ~~:rJ%LC~ils~hcOF MANIPUR. Devo-

- - -FE44BO 
-----14BO} 

FE44B2 

tional songs oC east India 
ARABIC &. DRUSE MUSIC. Ud 

;~~i'i.ib~~c ~~g;R~~~i~ANADA 
25 selections . M. Barbeau ed. 

--- FE44B3 MUSIC OF THE ITURI FOREST 

- - - FE44B6 :J~J'SL~ ~~fI'cano"F ~~;;'~\:~~'in 
---FE4487 ~~~K:~~ ~~·~~~GB~~~·M&E~str. 
--FE4501 

alb 
---FE4501 
__ c/ d 

FE4502 
__ al b 

F E4502 
__ c/ d 

F E4520 
->/ b 

FE4520 
cl d 
FE4534 

___ al b 
FE4534 

___ c/ d 
FE4535 

__ Al B 
FE4 535 

_ _ C/ D 

~g~~ t~fs;c ~~s~Eo~I~C~kc~ANEAN 
:.gL~~~:lc'oEFgy~~DeIt~ERRANEAN 
Albania Greece Italy etc. 
AFRICAN DRUMS. Watulsi, Baya 
Yoruba, and m any other tribes 
AFRO-AMERICAN DRUMS. Puerto 

r4~oLI~~it.to~~b.aR~c~~~~:\~· the 
South of Italy . Many styles 
ITALIAN TOUR Vol. 2; South of 
Italy. Many s ty les, dialects 
TRADITIONAL FLK SGS OF EAST 
JAPAN . Classi cal . folk 
TRADITIONAL FLK SGS OF WEST 
JAPAN. Many examples 

fr~~KE~:'oS:~fa~~~sUSSR , v. 1 

r..~~KM~d~~~CEC::S:hi ~;f: ' v . 2 

FE4536 THE MUSIC OF THE MAGINDANAO 
----Al B OF THE pmLIPPINES Vol. 1 

FE4536 THE MUSIC OF THE MAGINDANAO 
----->: / 0 OF THE PHILIPPINES Vol. 2 _ _ _ !'1i4537 MUSIC OF INDONESIA, Vol. I 

FE4537 ~o;;~~s6~~~ob~~SI~~ ·VOI. 2 
c/ d Sumatra, Ambon, Bali 

- -FE4500 NEGRO MUSIC OF AFRICA AND 
--- (500} AMERICA Extensive survey 

FE4501 FLK MUSIC OF THE MEDITER-
---(50 I} RANEAN Europe &. African music 

FE4502 AFRICAN &. AFRO-AMERICAN 
---(502} DRUMS. 23 examples &. styles 

FE4503 AFRICA SO. OF THE SAHARA 
- - - (503) Many selections Cor all areas. 

FE4504 MUSIC OF THE WORLD'S PEOPLE 

---~~:}505 M'us'tt~~'iN~~'rg,s B~~b~t~E 
___ (405) -2 China, Finland, Azerbajan, etc. 

FE4506 MUSIC OF THE WORLD'S PEOPLE 

---~~~}507 ;iUS~g'~a;H:Ui.~~~6,~r~~~~L~tc . 
FE450B ~us~ct~~\~~~dRi:;;;~u~~O~~E 
FE4510 ~0~g~~av6'2~tilA:~: ~~~~, etc. 

---~~~}520 ~t~~ ~h~:~S~i~~IM ff':'':..t~~eField 
- - - {520} recordings of Southern Italy 

FE4525 MAN'S EARLY MUSICAL INSTRU-
--- (525} MENTS 67 examples. Curt Sachs 

FE4530 FOLK MUSIC U.s.A . ; 24 songs 

FE4533 C~~r"SB~IANw:tk ~t~h{Ceti~l.I 
FE4534 i~~~~i~U~I'g~~q~~~ &thers 

WEST JAPAN . Classical &. folk 
FE4535 FLK MUSIC OF THE U.s.s .R. 

Music of 16 Republics 
FE4536 THE MUSIC OF THE MAGINDANAO 

IN THE PH1LIPFINES. Instr. vocal. 
FE4537 MUSIC OF INDONESIA ' 

Incl. alb and cl d 
FE45BI PRIMITIVE MUSIC OF THE 

WORLD. ed. Henry Cowell 
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